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Abstract
The conventional scale setting approach to fixed-order perturbative QCD (pQCD) predictions
is based on a guessed renormalization scale, usually taking as the one to eliminate the large log-
terms of the pQCD series, together with an arbitrary range to estimate its uncertainty. This ad
hoc assignment of the renormalization scale causes the coefficients of the QCD running coupling
at each perturbative order to be strongly dependent on the choices of both the renormalization
scale and the renormalization scheme, which leads to conventional renormalization scheme-and-
scale ambiguities. However, such ambiguities are not necessary, since as a basic requirement of
renormalization group invariance (RGI), any physical observable must be independent of the choices
of both the renormalization scheme and the renormalization scale. In fact, if one uses the Principle
of Maximum Conformality (PMC) to fix the renormalization scale, the coefficients of the pQCD
series match the series of conformal theory, and they are thus scheme independent. The PMC
predictions also eliminate the divergent renormalon contributions, leading to a better convergence
property. It has been found that the elimination of the scale and scheme ambiguities at all orders
relies heavily on how precisely we know the analytic form of the QCD running coupling αs. In
this review, we summarize the known properties of the QCD running coupling and its recent
progresses, especially for its behavior within the asymptotic region. Conventional schemes for
defining the QCD running coupling suffer from a complex and scheme-dependent renormalization
group equation (RGE), or the β-function, which is usually solved perturbatively at high orders
due to the entanglement of the scheme-running and scale-running behaviors. These complications
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lead to residual scheme dependence even after applying the PMC, which however can be avoided
by using a C-scheme coupling αˆs, whose scheme-and-scale running behaviors are governed by the
same scheme-independent RGE. As a result, an analytic solution for the running coupling can
be achieved at any fixed order. Using the C-scheme coupling, a demonstration that the PMC
prediction is scheme-independent to all-orders for any renormalization schemes can be achieved.
Given a measurement which sets the magnitude of the QCD running coupling at a specific scale such
as MZ , the resulting pQCD predictions, after applying the single-scale PMC, become completely
independent of the choice of the renormalization scheme and the initial renormalization scale at
any fixed-order, thus satisfying all of the conditions of RGI. An improved pQCD convergence
provides an opportunity of using the resummation procedures such as the Pade´ approximation
(PA) approach to predict higher-order terms and thus to increase the precision, reliability and
predictive power of pQCD theory. In this review, we also summarize the current progress on the
PMC and some of its typical applications, showing to what degree the conventional renormalization
scheme-and-scale ambiguities can be eliminated after applying the PMC. We also compare the
PA approach for the conventional scale-dependent pQCD series and the PMC scale-independent
conformal series. We observe that by using the conformal series, the PA approach can provide a
more reliable estimate of the magnitude of the uncalculated terms. And if the conformal series for
an observable has been calculated up to nth-order level, then the [N/M ] = [0/n−1]-type PA series
provides an important estimate for the higher-order terms.
PACS numbers 12.38.Aw, 12.38.Bx, 11.10.Gh, 11.10.Hi
Key words perturbative QCD calculations, renormalization, principle of maximum conformality
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1 Introduction
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is the non-Abelian gauge field theory that describes the strong inter-
actions of colored quarks and gluons, and it is the SU(3)-color component of the Standard Model. Due
to its asymptotic freedom property [1, 2], the QCD running coupling αs ∼ O(1) becomes numerically
small at short distances, allowing perturbative calculations of cross sections for high momentum transfer
physical processes. Renormalization was first developed in quantum electrodynamics (QED) and then
applied to QCD to make sense of infinite integrals emerged in perturbation theory. The relevance of
perturbative QCD (pQCD) for the description of the experimental data often relies on our ability to go
beyond the one-loop approximation. Due to the complexity of the multi-loop calculations, perturbative
calculations are only known at fixed-order, especially when the high-energy processes involving hadrons
in which the renormalization and factorization effects are entangled with each other.
The fixed-order predictions for observables in QCD are usually assumed to suffer from an uncertainty
in fixing the renormalization scale [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. This ambiguity in making fixed-order predictions
occurs because one usually assumes an arbitrary renormalization scale, (representing a typical momen-
tum flow of the process which is assumed to be the effective virtuality of the strong interaction in that
process), together with an arbitrary range to ascertain its uncertainty. This ad hoc assignment of the
renormalization scale, however, causes the coefficients of the QCD running coupling at each perturbative
order to be strongly dependent on the choice of the renormalization scale as well as the renormalization
scheme. Moreover, we do not know how wide a range the renormalization scale and scheme parameters
should vary in order to achieve reasonable predictions of their errors. In fact the error analysis assuming
conventional procedure can be quite arbitrary and unreliable. It is usually assumed that at sufficiently
high order, one will eventually achieve reliable predictions and minimal dependence on the guessed
renormalization scale for global quantities such as a total cross-section or a total decay width. However,
such a small scale-dependence for a global quantity could be caused by accidental cancelations among
different orders; the scale uncertainty for the contributions at each order could still be very large. One
then cannot decide whether the poor pQCD convergence is the intrinsic property of pQCD series, or
whether it is simply due to improper choice of scale.
The QCD running coupling sets the strength of the interactions involving quarks and gluons, which
is finite when the ultraviolet (UV) divergences are removed by renormalization. The running coupling
depends on the scale at which one observes it, and the scale dependence of the QCD running coupling
is governed by the renormalization group equation (RGE), or equivalently the β-function. The first
formulation of the RGE was given by Stueckelberg and Petermann [10, 11], Gell-Mann and Low [12],
and Bogoliubov and Shirkov [13]. The conventional RGE is scheme-dependent due to the scheme-
dependent {βi≥2}-functions. Thus if the {βi≥2}-terms of the pQCD series have large dependence on
the scheme choice, the perturbative predictions based on some schemes could be unreliable 1; the
large expansion coefficients could make the truncation of the perturbative series useless. The resulting
uncertainties thus would not be minimized by including more higher-order terms. Even worse, it is
1As an explicit example, the next-to-leading order terms give unreasonably large contributions to the Pomeron intercept
under the MS-scheme, which is however can be greatly suppressed by using the momentum space subtraction scheme and
a reasonable prediction on the Pomeron intercept can be obtained after applying the BLM or PMC [14, 15, 16, 17].
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known that in general the pQCD series will suffer from the divergent renormalon contributions which
grow as αnsβ
n
0n! [18, 19, 20, 21]
2. Thus even if a pQCD prediction based on a guessed scale agrees with
a measurement, one cannot be certain that it is a reliable, accurate representation of the theory.
As a guiding principle, a valid perturbative prediction for any physical observable must be indepen-
dent of the initial choices of the renormalization scale and the renormalization scheme; this is the central
property of renormalization group invariance (RGI) [10, 22, 23, 24, 25]. After applying the standard
regularization and renormalization procedures, one will obtain a finite pQCD prediction free of UV
divergences as well as scheme and scale ambiguity. Thus a remaining primary goal for testing pQCD
reliably is how to set the renormalization scale such that one obtains accurate fixed-order predictions
with maximum precision while satisfying the principle of RGI.
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Figure 1: The thrust mean value 〈(1 − T )〉 for three-jet events versus the center-of-mass
energy
√
s using the conventional (Conv.) and PMC scale settings [35]. The dot-dashed,
dashed and dotted lines are the conventional results at LO, NLO and NNLO, respectively.
The solid line is the PMC result. The PMC prediction eliminates the renormalization scale µ
uncertainty. The bands for theoretical predictions are obtained by varying µ ∈ [√s/2, 2√s].
The experimental data points are taken from the ALEPH, DELPH, OPAL, L3, JADE,
TASSO, MARKII, HRS and AMY experiments [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46].
A review of various renormalization scale setting approaches which have been suggested in the
literature can be found in Ref.[26]. It is noted that the solution of those ambiguities depends on how
well we know the QCD running coupling and its renormalized value in the observables. In contrast
to other scale setting approaches, such as the RG-improved effective coupling method (FAC) [3, 4]
and the Principle of Minimum Sensitivity (PMS) [5, 6, 7, 8], the Principle of Maximum Conformality
(PMC) [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] determines the value of the renormalization scale of αs consistent with
all of the properties of RGE. The FAC and PMS are programmed to directly deal with the nature
of the perturbative series, whose optimal scales are fixed by treating the total corrections as a whole.
More explicitly, the FAC improves the perturbative series by requiring all higher-order terms vanish, or
in another words, all higher-order terms are resummed into the leading-order αs terms; and the PMS
requires the fixed-order series satisfy the RGI at the optimal renormalization point. In distinction, the
2The high-order βi-term satisfies the approximation, βi ≈ βi+10 , which could be used for estimating the β0-powers at
each perturbative order.
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PMC is programmed to fix the behavior of the running coupling by absorbing only those contributions
that are related to the renormalization of the running coupling. Because the scale setting methods, such
as FAC, PMS and PMC, have quite different starting points, they can give strikingly different results
in practical applications. As an example, Kramer and Lampe [33, 34] have analyzed the application of
various approaches for the prediction of jet production fractions in e+e− annihilation in pQCD. They
have showed that the predicted scales for FAC and PMS rise without bound at small values for the jet
fraction, indicating the FAC and PMS do not have the right physical behavior (or correct momentum
flow) in the limit of small jet energy, since they have summed physics into the running coupling not
associated with renormalization. On the other hand, the BLM / PMC scale has the correct physical
behavior [29, 33, 34]. Lately, it has been found that such correct physical behavior for three-jet is
important to achieve a reasonable thrust mean value 〈(1− T )〉 [35, 36]. Figure 1 shows that the PMC
prediction of 〈(1 − T )〉 versus the center-of-mass energy, which is greatly increased compared to the
conventional predictions. The experimental data issued by the ALEPH, DELPH, OPAL, L3, JADE,
TASSO, MARKII, HRS and AMY experiments [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46] have also been
presented as a comparison. Figure 1 suggests that the substantial deviation between the conventional
predictions and the experimental data is caused by improper choice of the renormalization scale and
the PMC provides a rigorous explanation for the experimental data.
The PMC provides the underlying principle for the well-known Brodsky-Lepage-Mackenzie (BLM)
method [9] and provides a rule for generalizing the BLM scales up to all orders 3. The BLM method
is to deal with the nf -power series, and all the features previously observed in the BLM literature
are also adaptable to PMC with or without proper transformations; Most importantly, one needs to
confirm that whether the nf -terms have been correctly treated in previous BLM predictions, i.e. only
those nf -terms that are related to RGE should be adopted for setting the renormalization scale. The
PMC shifts all the non-conformal {βi}-terms into the running coupling at all orders, and it reduces to
the standard scale setting procedure of Gell-Mann and Low (GM-L) [12] in the limit of small number
of colors (Nc → 0), i.e. the QED Abelian limit [52]. Since the resultant pQCD series is identical to
the series of a conformal theory with β = 0 [53, 54, 55, 56] 4, the PMC prediction has the essential
feature that it is scheme-independent at every finite order. After applying the PMC, one can obtain
“commensurate scale relations” among different approximants of the pQCD observables under different
schemes [32, 61], which also ensure the scheme independence of the PMC predictions.
One can demonstrate that the PMC prediction satisfies the self-consistency conditions of the renor-
malization group, such as reflectivity, symmetry and transitivity [62]. The resulting PMC predictions
thus satisfy all of the basic requirements of RGI. The transition scale between the perturbative and
nonperturbative domains can also be determined by using the PMC [63, 64, 65, 66], thus providing
a procedure for setting the “factorization” scale for pQCD evolution. It should be emphasized that
the running coupling resums all of the {βi}-terms by using the PMC, which naturally leads to a more
convergent and renormalon-free pQCD series.
The PMC scales are achieved by applying the RGE of the QCD running coupling, i.e. by recursively
applying the RGE, one can establish a perturbative β-pattern at each order in a pQCD expansion. For
example, the usual scale-displacement relation for the running couplings at two different scales Q1 and
3Another suggestion of extending BLM to all orders has also been suggested in the literature, i.e. the seBLM ap-
proach [47, 48], whose purpose is however to improve the pQCD convergence, but not to solve the conventional renormal-
ization scheme-and-scale ambiguities. Moreover, its prediction is based on approximate solution of RGE [49] and obtained
without distinguishing whether the nf -terms are pertained to RGE or not, thus the seBLM results are inaccurate and
sometimes will meet the very small scale problem [50, 51].
4In recent years, there are some more discussions on the scheme transformation/invariant properties near or at the
infrared fixed point β = 0, cf. Refs.[57, 58, 59, 60].
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Q2 can be deduced from the RGE, which reads
aQ2 = aQ1 − β0 ln
(
Q22
Q21
)
a2Q1 +
[
β20 ln
2
(
Q22
Q21
)
− β1 ln
(
Q22
Q21
)]
a3Q1
+
[
−β30 ln3
(
Q22
Q21
)
+
5
2
β0β1 ln
2
(
Q22
Q21
)
− β2 ln
(
Q22
Q21
)]
a4Q1 +
[
β40 ln
4
(
Q22
Q21
)
−13
3
β20β1 ln
3
(
Q22
Q21
)
+
3
2
β21 ln
2
(
Q22
Q21
)
+ 3β2β0 ln
2
(
Q22
Q21
)
− β3 ln
(
Q22
Q21
)]
a5Q1 + · · · , (1)
where aQi = αs(Qi)/π, the functions β0, β1, · · · are generally scheme dependent, which correspond to
the one-loop, two-loop, · · ·, contributions to the RGE, respectively. The PMC utilizes this perturbative
β-pattern to systematically set the scale of the running coupling at each order in a pQCD expansion.
The coefficients of the {βi}-terms in the β-pattern can be identified by reconstructing the “degeneracy
relations” [31, 32] among different orders. The degeneracy relations, which underly the conformal
features of the resultant pQCD series by applying the PMC, are general properties of a non-Abelian
gauge theory [67]. The PMC prediction achieved via this way resembles a skeleton-like expansion [68,
69]. The resulting PMC scales reflect the virtuality of the amplitudes relevant to each order, which
are physical in the sense that they reflect the virtuality of the gluon propagators at a given order,
as well as setting the effective number (nf ) of active quark flavors. The correct momentum flow for
the process involving three-gluon vertex can be achieved by properly dividing the total amplitude into
gauge-invariant amplitudes [70]. Specific values for the PMC scales are computed as a perturbative
expansion, so they have small uncertainties which can vary order-by-order. It has been found that
the PMC scales and the resulting fixed-order PMC predictions are to high accuracy independent of the
initial choice of renormalization scale, e.g. the residual uncertainties due to unknown higher-order terms
are negligibly small because of the combined suppression effect from both the exponential suppression
and the αs-suppression [31, 32].
Following the standard PMC procedures, different scales generally appear at each order, which
is called as the PMC multi-scale approach and requires considerable theoretical analysis. To make
the PMC scale setting procedures simpler and more easily to be automatized, a single-scale approach
(PMC-s), which achieves many of the same PMC goals, has been suggested in Ref.[71]. This method
effectively replaces the individual PMC scale at each order by a single (effective) scale in the sense of
a mean value theorem, e.g. it can be regarded as a weighted average of the PMC scales at each order
derived under PMC multi-scale approach. The single “PMC-s” scale shows stability and convergence
with increasing order in pQCD, as observed by the e+e− annihilation cross-section ratio Re+e− and the
Higgs decay-width Γ(H → bb¯), up to four-loop level. Moreover, its predictions are explicitly independent
of the choice of the initial renormalization scale. Thus the PMC-s approach, which requires a simpler
analysis, can be adopted as a reliable substitute for the PMC multi-scale approach, especially when one
does not need detailed information at each order.
The PMC prediction depends heavily on the properties of the RGE. A more precise solution for
the RGE leads to a more precise determination of the running behavior of the QCD running coupling,
and thus a more accurate determination of the optimal momentum flow (or simply, the optimal scale)
of the process. When deriving a pQCD prediction, one has to follow the standard renormalization
procedure of quantum field theory. A specific renormalization scheme need to be chosen, this defines
the QCD coupling constant. The conventional RGE which determines the scale-running behavior of the
QCD running coupling is thus scheme dependent. The QCD running coupling can be “adiabatically”
and continuously evolved not only in scales, but also in the choices of renormalization scheme by
incorporating scheme-running equations, forming the so-called extended RGEs [5, 6, 7, 8]. Since along
the evolution trajectory of the extended RGEs, no dissimilar scales/schemes are involved, reliable pQCD
predictions can be achieved in this way [72]. The extended RGEs provide a convenient way for estimating
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both the scale- and scheme- dependence of the pQCD prediction for a physical observable. The scheme-
running equations can be solved perturbatively, which can also be used to estimate how the uncalculated
higher-order terms contribute to the final result [72]. The solution of the scale-running equation can also
be solved perturbatively via an iterative process, which is equivalent to the standard analysis [73, 74, 75]
by using a proper integration constant [27].
It has been found that by utilizing the C-scheme coupling suggested by Boito, Jamin and Mi-
ravitllas [76], its scheme-and-scale running behaviors are governed by a single RGE which is free of
scheme-dependent {βi≥2}-functions. Using the C-scheme coupling, it is convenient to discuss the scheme
variation of a pQCD approximant [76, 77]. It is noted that the solution of the RGE of the C-scheme
coupling can be greatly simplified and an analytic solution can be achieved [78]. In practice, the
value of the parameter C can be chosen to match any conventional renormalization scheme. Ref.[78]
also shows that the scheme-independent RGE for the C-scheme coupling leads to scheme-independent
pQCD predictions for any physical observables; i.e., by using the C-scheme coupling, a strict demon-
stration of the scheme-independence of PMC prediction to all-orders for any renormalization schemes
can be achieved. Thus, by combining the C-scheme coupling together with the PMC-s approach, the
resulting predictions become completely independent of the choice of the renormalization scheme and
the initial renormalization scale, satisfying all of the conditions of RGI. This approach thus systemati-
cally eliminates the scheme and scale ambiguities of pQCD predictions, greatly improving the precision
of tests of the Standard Model. Furthermore, since the perturbative coefficients obtained using the
PMC-s are identical to those of a conformal theory, one can derive all-orders “commensurate scale
relations” [32, 49, 61] between physical observables evaluated at specific relative scales. An example is
the “Generalized Crewther Relation” [79, 80, 81], which shows that the product of Re+e−(s) times the
integral over the spin-dependent structure functions g1(x,Q
2) which enters the Bjorken sum rule at a
specific value of Q2/s has no leading-twist radiative QCD corrections at all orders.
The predictive power of pQCD depends on two important issues: how to eliminate the renormal-
ization scheme-and-scale ambiguities at fixed order, and how to reliably estimate the contributions of
unknown higher-order terms using information from the known pQCD series. Since the divergent renor-
malon series does not appear in the conformal β = 0 perturbative series generated by the PMC, there is
an opportunity to use some resummation procedures such as the Pade´ method to predict higher-order
terms and thus increase the precision and reliability of pQCD predictions. The Pade´ approximation
(PA) approach provides a systematic procedure for promoting a finite Taylor series to an analytic func-
tion [82, 83, 84]. In particular, the PA approach can be used to estimate the (n+ 1)th-order coefficient
by incorporating all known coefficients up to order n. Some applications of the PA approach, together
with alternatives to the PA approach, have been discussed in the literature [85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91].
As stated in Ref.[85], studies of higher-order perturbative QCD diagrams are often made by first de-
composing them in a skeleton expansion, in which each term contains chains of vacuum polarization
bubbles inserted in virtual-gluon propagators. Then, they can be studied in the BLM/PMC approach,
which seeks the optimal scale for evaluating each term in the skeleton expansion. The last step, the sum
over skeleton graphs, is then similar to the summation of perturbative contributions for a corresponding
theory with a conformal theory. It has been shown that the next-to-leading order BLM/PMC procedure
is equal to [0/1]-type PA [86]. It is helpful to see whether PA approach can achieve reliable predictions
of the unknown higher-order terms by using the renormalon-free PMC scheme-and-scale-independent
method, which underlies the BLM method and generalizes it to all orders.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows.
In Sec.2, we review the developments of the RGE of the QCD running coupling and its solution.
We shall first show the conventional RGE and the extended RGE which govern the scheme-and-scale
runnings of the QCD running coupling, and then give their solutions. The analytic αs-running differ
significantly at scales below a few GeV from the exact (numerical) solution of RGE [92], especially if the
RGE is less than five-loop level. A comparison of the exact numerical solution and the analytic solution
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of the RGE under the MS-scheme within the low and high energy scales will be presented. We then
define the C-scheme coupling αˆs, deduce its much simpler scheme-independent RGE, give its analytic
solution, and provide the relation between the C-scheme coupling and a conventional coupling. Using
this relation, one can transform the conventional coupling series into the C-scheme coupling series, and
discuss the scheme dependence conveniently.
In Sec.3, we present an overview of the PMC multi-scale approach, and present its formalism by using
the Rδ-scheme. The residual scale dependence after applying the PMC is discussed. We also review
some recent PMC applications, such as Higgs hadroproduction and top-quark pair production at the
LHC. We also discuss the γγ∗ → ηc form factors up to N2LO level, which show the PMC properties in
detail and emphasize the importance of a correct renormalization scale setting.
In Sec.4, we shall show how scheme-and-scale independent fixed order predictions can be achieved
by applying the PMC-s method with the help of the C-scheme coupling. We shall first give the formulae
for both the dimensional-regularized Rδ-scheme and the general C-scheme within the PMC-s method.
We then demonstrate the equivalence of the PMC predictions, which use either the C-scheme coupling
or a conventional coupling, respectively. Furthermore, by rewriting the pQCD prediction in terms of
the C-scheme coupling, we show how the scheme-and-scale independent all-orders predictions can be
achieved by applying the PMC-s method. As an example, we present numerical results for the non-
singlet Adler function to four-loop level. A practical way to achieve scheme-and-scale independent fixed
order prediction by using the PMS method shall also be presented.
In Sec.5, we shall show that by using the conformal series derived using the PMC procedures, in
combination with the PA approach, one can achieve quantitatively useful estimates for the unknown
higher-order terms from the known perturbative series. Comparison of the PA approach using the
conventional scale-dependent pQCD series and the PMC scale-independent conformal series shall be
presented. We then illustrate the PMC+PA procedure via three hadronic observables Re+e−, Rτ , and
Γ(H → bb¯). We show that by applying the PA approach to the renormalon-free conformal series, one
can achieve quantitatively more reliable estimates for the unknown higher-order terms based on the
known pQCD series. If the conformal series has been calculated up to nth-order level, the [0/n−1]-type
PA series provides an important estimate for the higher-order terms.
In Sec.6, we summarize and present an outlook.
2 The renormalization scheme-and-scale running of the QCD
running coupling
The Q2 → 0 limit of the Thomson cross-section provides a natural definition of the QED running
coupling, α(Q2) = e2/4π = 1/137.0359... [92], which characterizes the strength of the electromagnetic
interaction among elementary charged particles and serves as an initial condition for the RGE which
determines α(Q2) for all Q2-values. The QED running coupling α(Q2) serves as an expansion parameter
for the perturbative QED series. Because the UV divergences in the vertex and fermion self-energy
corrections exactly cancel by the Ward identity [93, 94], the net UV divergences are associated with
vacuum polarization. Thus only the vacuum-polarization corrections renormalize the QED running
coupling, and by resuming all vacuum polarization contributions to the dressed photon propagator,
there is in principal no scheme-and-scale ambiguities in QED processes — This is the so-called GM-L
scale setting method for the QED processes [12].
The non-Abelian nature and the complicated definition of the QCD running coupling make the QCD
case more involved. In fact, whether a QCD scale setting method can be reduced to the GM-L method
in the QED Abelian limit could be an important criterion for its correctness; Ref. [95] has shown that
one must use the same scale-setting procedure for QCD and QED to obtain grand unification.
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As has been discussed in the Introduction, the conventional renormalization scheme-and-scale am-
biguities for the fixed-order pQCD prediction are caused by the mismatching of the perturbative coef-
ficients and the QCD running coupling at any order. It is important to obtain the correct value of the
running coupling for the considered process, which can be done with the help of the RGE. Thus a more
precise solution for the RGE will lead to a precise definition of the QCD running coupling.
2.1 The conventional renormalization group equation
The definition of the QCD running coupling αs(µ) depends on theoretical conventions such as the
choice of the renormalization scheme. Its running behavior in the renormalization scale µ – its RGE –
is governed by its logarithmic derivative, the β-function:
µ2
daµ
dµ2
= β(aµ) = −a2µ
∞∑
i=0
βia
i
µ. (2)
For simplicity, we shall define aµ = αs(µ)/π, where µ is the renormalization scale, throughout the
paper. Various terms in β0, β1, · · ·, correspond to the one-loop, two-loop, · · ·, contributions to the
RGE, respectively. The first two terms β0 = (11 − 23nf)/4 and β1 = (102 − 383 nf)/42, where nf is
the number of active quarks, are universal in the mass-independent renormalization schemes due to
decoupling theorem [96]; the remaining {βi}-terms are scheme-dependent. According to the decoupling
theorem [96], a quark with mass m2f ≫ µ2 can be ignored, and we can usually neglect mf -terms when
m2f ≪ µ2. Then, for every renormalization scale µ, one can divide the quarks into active ones with
mf = 0 and inactive ones that can be ignored. The explicit form for the {βi}-terms up to five-loop level
in the MS-scheme are available in Refs. [1, 2, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106].
If one integrates the RGE (2), one obtains
lnµ20 −
1
β0aµ0
− β1
β20
ln aµ0 −
∫ aµ0
0
da
β˜(a)
= lnµ2 − 1
β0aµ
− β1
β20
ln aµ −
∫ aµ
0
da
β˜(a)
, (3)
where µ0 is an arbitrary reference scale. The β˜-function is defined as
1
β˜(a)
≡ 1
β(a)
+
1
β0a2
− β1
β20a
. (4)
The advantage of introducing the β˜-function lies in the fact that the integral
∫ aµ
0 da/β˜(a) is free of
singularities in the limit aµ → 0. Up to five-loop level, the integral can be expressed as a power series
in aµ, ∫ aµ
0
da
β˜(a)
=
(
β2
β20
− β
2
1
β30
)
aµ +
(
β3
2β20
− β2β1
β30
+
β31
2β40
)
a2µ
+
(
β4
3β20
− β
2
2
3β30
− 2β3β1
3β30
+
β2β
2
1
β40
− β
4
1
3β50
)
a3µ +O(a4µ). (5)
It is convenient to define an asymptotic scale Λ by collecting all µ0-dependent terms on the left-hand-
side of Eq.(3) into its definition, and then the evolution of the QCD running coupling aµ is independent
of a specific choice for µ0, i.e.
ln
µ2
Λ2
=
1
β0aµ
+
β1
β20
ln aµ +
∫ aµ
0
da
β˜(a)
. (6)
The asymptotic scale Λ is, by definition, scheme dependent. Given a measurement which sets the value
of the running coupling at a given scale, one can fix Λ for a given scheme by matching the measured
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value of the coupling to its predicted value as determined by Eq.(6). Notice that this new asymptotic
scale Λ differs from the generally adopted asymptotic scale ΛQCD (c.f. the definition given by the
PDG [92]) by an overall parameter; i.e.,
Λ = β
(β1/2β20)
0 ΛQCD. (7)
This difference is caused by absorbing different integration constants into the definition of the asymptotic
scales. Another example of differing conventions is the ’t Hooft scheme [107], where the associated
asymptotic scale is Λ
′tH = (β20/β1)
2β2
0
/β1ΛQCD [27, 72].
Using the relation Eq.(7) and iteratively solving Eq.(6) yields [108]
aµ =
1
β0L
− b1 lnL
(β0L)2
+
1
(β0L)3
[
b21(ln
2 L− lnL− 1) + b2
]
+
1
(β0L)4
[
b31
(
− ln3 L+ 5
2
ln2 L+ 2 lnL− 1
2
)
− 3b1b2 lnL+ b3
2
]
+
1
(β0L)5
[
3b2b
2
1(2 ln
2 L− lnL− 1) + b41
(
ln4 L− 13
3
ln3 L− 3
2
ln2 L+ 4 lnL+
7
6
)
−b3b1
(
2 lnL+
1
6
)
+
(
5
3
b22 +
1
3
b4
)]
+O
(
1
(β0L)6
)
, (8)
where the 5-loop terms which are proportional to 1/(β0L)
5 have been presented. Here L = ln(µ2/Λ2QCD)
and bi = βi/β0.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the MS-scheme QCD running couplings αs(µ) at the four-loop level
in low scale region, where the solid lines and dashed lines are analytic and exact numerical
solutions of the RGE, respectively. The decoupling is performed at the pole mass of the
respective heavy quark. The asymptotic scale is fixed by using αMSs (MZ) = 0.1181(11) [92].
In the literature, the RunDec package [109, 110, 111] is often used for computing the running of
the coupling constant. We present comparisons of the MS-scheme QCD running couplings under the
usual analytic solution and the exact numerical solution of the RGE up to four-loop level and five-loop
level in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. For nf = 3, 4, 5 and 6 quark flavors, the decoupling is performed
at the pole mass of the respective heavy quark [111], i.e., at the charm-, bottom- and top-quark pole
masses of 1.5, 4.8 and 173.21 GeV, respectively. The decoupling constants for αs, which establishes
10
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Figure 3: Comparison of the MS-scheme QCD running couplings αs(µ) at the five-loop level,
where the solid lines and dashed lines are analytic and exact numerical solutions of the RGE,
respectively. The decoupling is performed at the pole mass of the respective heavy quark.
The asymptotic scale is fixed by using αMSs (MZ) = 0.1181(11) [92].
the transition from αs defined in the nf -flavour effective theory to αs in the (nf − 1)-flavour effective
theory using the MS definition of the heavy quark mass, are available from Refs. [75, 112, 113, 114,
115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123]. In large scale region, µ >> ΛQCD, the analytic solution is
a good approximation for αs-running even for lower-order predictions. Figure 2 shows that at or below
the four-loop level, the usually adopted analytic αs-running differ significantly from the exact solution
of RGE at scales below a few GeV. As shown by Figure 3, since the 5-loop terms are always negative in
small scale region and their magnitudes become large for smaller scale, the net difference between the
analytic and exact RGE solutions becomes negligible. For momentum transfers in the 100 GeV - TeV
range, αs ∼ 0.1, whereas the QCD theory is strongly interacting for scales around and below 1 GeV.
Thus if momentum flow is close to a few GeV, one needs to adopt the αs-value determined from the
exact numerical solution of the RGE.
It is useful to notice that by using Eq.(6), we can obtain a relation of the couplings at two scales
such as µ and Q under the same scheme:(
1
β0aµ
+
β1
β20
ln aµ +
∫ aµ
0
da
β˜(a)
)
−
(
1
β0aQ
+
β1
β20
ln aQ +
∫ aQ
0
da
β˜(a)
)
= ln
µ2
Q2
. (9)
If the QCD running coupling is measured at a reference scale Q, then we can fix its value at any
other scale without determining the asymptotic scale Λ, thus avoiding any uncertainty coming from the
determination of Λ.
2.2 The extended renormalization group equation
The RGE approach relates the running coupling at different scales in a continuous way, avoiding the
large expansion coefficients of the running couplings at dissimilar scales; thus better pQCD predictions
can be achieved. Stimulating by this idea, Stevenson [5, 6] has suggested the use of new scheme-running
equations which incorporate both the scale and scheme running behaviors in a consistent way. This
procedure is called the extended RGE approach [72]. A review of the extended RGE and its solution
can be found in Ref.[26].
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As an application of the extended RGE approach, by using the relation of the β-functions be-
tween different schemes, i.e. βS(a
S
µ) = βR(a
R
µ )∂a
S
µ/∂a
R
µ , one can reproduce the Celmaster-Gonsalves
relation [124, 125] for the asymptotic scales of different schemes [126, 127, 128]; i.e.
ΛS
ΛR
= exp
(
− f2
2β0
)
. (10)
Here S and R designate two arbitrary renormalization schemes, and the coefficient f2 is the next-to-
leading order term of the coupling αSµ expanded in powers of α
R
µ , i.e. a
R
µ = a
S
µ + f2(a
S
µ)
2+ f3(a
S
µ)
3+ · · ·.
2.3 The C-scheme running coupling and its scheme-invariant renormaliza-
tion group equation
The scheme-and-scale running behaviors as determined by either the conventional RGE or the extended
RGE depends explicitly on the scheme parameters {βi≥2}. It is thus difficult to achieve an analytical
solution, and one needs to use perturbative theory.
Boito, Jamin and Miravitllas [76] have suggested an unusual way to deal with the scheme dependence
of QCD running couplings based on the Celmaster-Gonsalves relation. They have shown that one can
introduce a new class of running couplings aˆµ, characterized by a single parameter C, whose variation
directly compensates for the usual scheme dependence of the scale parameter Λ of the corresponding
conventional coupling aµ. In the following, we shall first introduce the C-scheme coupling aˆµ and then
demonstrate that – in contrast to the standard RGE behavior (2) of aµ, the scale dependence of aˆµ is
independent of the scheme-dependent {βi≥2}-terms, and it is thus explicitly scheme-invariant.
Eq.(6) implies that the conventional aµ coupling satisfies the following scheme-dependent scale-
running behavior
1
aµ
+
β1
β0
ln aµ = β0
(
ln
µ2
Λ2
−
∫ aµ
0
da
β˜(a)
)
. (11)
One can define a new coupling aˆµ = αˆs(µ)/π in the following way [76]:
1
aˆµ
+
β1
β0
ln aˆµ = β0
(
ln
µ2
Λ2
+ C
)
, (12)
where the phenomenological parameter C is introduced, which incorporates the effects of all scheme-
dependent {βi≥2}-terms; i.e. C = − ∫ aµ0 da/β˜(a). Different choices of C thus correspond to different
renormalization schemes. By choosing a specific value for C = CRS, the running coupling of the C-
scheme will become equivalent to the coupling of any conventional renormalization scheme. A subtle
point for this equivalence is that the value of C implicitly depends on the renormalization scale where
the C-scheme coupling and the conventional coupling using a specific renormalization scheme (RS) are
matched. However, as will be shown below, such a price is worth it; there are many advantages in using
this single parameter C to characterize the scheme-dependence of the running coupling.
The solution of Eq.(12) can be written in terms of Lambert W -function, which is the solution of the
equation
W (z) exp[W (z)] = z, (13)
To this end, we multiply both sides of Eq.(12) by a factor (−β0/β1) and then exponentiate it as the
following form
exp
[
−β
2
0
β1
(
ln
µ2
Λ2
+ C
)]
= exp
[
−β0
β1
(
1
aˆµ
+
β1
β0
ln aˆµ
)]
=
1
aˆµ
exp
[
−β0
β1
1
aˆµ
]
, (14)
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which can be further rewritten as
−β0
β1
exp
[
−β
2
0
β1
(
ln
µ2
Λ2
+ C
)]
= −β0
β1
1
aˆµ
exp
[
−β0
β1
1
aˆµ
]
. (15)
Comparing Eq.(15) with Eq.(13), we obtain
z = −β0
β1
exp
[
−β
2
0
β1
(
ln
µ2
Λ2
+ C
)]
and W (z) = −β0
β1
1
aˆµ
. (16)
The functionW (z) is a multi-valued function with an infinite number of branches denoted byWn(z) [129].
The correct physical branch can be determined by the requirement that aˆµ must be real and positive for
a real positive scale µ 5, which inversely, indicates W (z) should be real and negative. Since in practice
nf ≤ 6, we have z < 0, and the physical branch is W−1(z). One also finds that W−1(z) monotonically
decreases within the region of z ∈ (−1/e, 0), with W−1(z) ∈ (−∞,−1). The ultraviolet limit µ → ∞
corresponds to z → 0− and W−1(z) → −∞, leading to aˆµ → 0+, as required by asymptotic freedom.
Finally, the solution of Eq.(12) is
aˆµ = − β0
β1W−1(z)
. (17)
Using Eq.(12), we obtain the RGE for the C-scheme coupling aˆµ:
µ2
∂aˆµ
∂µ2
= βˆ(aˆµ) = −
β0aˆ
2
µ
1 − β1
β0
aˆµ
, (18)
which has a much simpler form than the standard RGE (2). By coincidence, this RGE agrees with the
one suggested by Refs.[130, 131, 132], in which a new strong coupling is introduced with the purpose
of improving the convergence of pQCD series and whose RGE is derived by using the approximation,
βj ≈ β0 (β1/β0)j (j ≥ 0). The introducing of the C-scheme coupling provides a natural explanation
of how its RGE comes from without introducing any approximations. In fact the new strong coupling
introduced in Ref.[132] corresponds to the special case, e.g. C = 0, of the C-scheme coupling. As shall
be shown later, the introducing of C-scheme coupling not only improves the pQCD convergence but
also provides a good basis for solving the conventional renormalization scheme-and-scale ambiguities 6.
At the same time, by using Eq.(12), one may also observe that
∂aˆµ
∂C
= βˆ(aˆµ). (19)
Eqs.(18, 19) indicate that
• The βˆ-function (18) is by definition scheme-independent. Thus the scale-running behavior of
the C-scheme coupling aˆµ is explicitly scheme-independent since it only depends on the scheme-
independent β-coefficients β0 and β1. Thus even though the C-scheme coupling aˆµ itself is implic-
itly scheme-dependent, its scale-running behavior can be scheme-independent.
• The scale-running and scheme-running behaviors of aˆµ have been explicitly separated – each of
them satisfy the same βˆ-function. As is the case of the conventional RGE (2), the new RGE (18)
for the C-scheme coupling can also be solved iteratively and perturbatively. By comparing the
perturbative expansion
βˆ(aˆµ) = −β0aˆ2µ
∞∑
i=0
(β1/β0)
i aˆiµ (20)
5This conclusion is valid, at least for µ2 ≫ Λ2e−C .
6If one further sets β1 ≈ β20 (leading to βj ≈ βj+10 ), one can achieve the simplest RGE β(aµ) = −β0a2µ/(1− β0aµ),
which has been adopted to eliminate the divergent renormalon terms n!anµβ
n
0 in the pQCD series [20].
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with the RGE (2), the solution of aˆµ up to four-loop level can be obtained from the solution of
RGE (2), e.g. Eq.(8), by replacing
aµ → aˆµ, bi = βi/β0 → (β1/β0)i.
• Integrating RGE (18) yields a relation of aˆµ for any two scales µ1 and µ2, i.e.,
1
aˆµ2
=
1
aˆµ1
+ β0 ln
µ22
µ21
− β1
β0
ln
aˆµ2
aˆµ1
. (21)
Thus if aˆ at the reference scale µ1 is known, we can determine its value at any other scale µ2.
• Given a proper choice of C, any conventional coupling aµ which is defined in any renormaliza-
tion scheme can be uniquely expressed by a corresponding C-scheme coupling aˆµ. For example,
following the idea of effective charge approach [3, 4], any pQCD calculable physical observable
can be used to define an effective coupling aˆµ. If the defined effective C-scheme coupling aˆµ for
an observable is independent of C, Eq.(19) indicates that βˆ(aˆµ) = 0, and we will then obtain a
scheme-independent conformal series in the effective coupling aˆµ of the corresponding observable.
2.4 Relation between the C-scheme coupling aˆµ and the conventional run-
ning coupling aµ
The pQCD calculation is usually done by using the conventional running coupling aµ. We can transform
it into a pQCD series for the C-scheme coupling aˆµ by using the relation between aˆµ and the conventional
coupling aµ. Using Eq.(11), we transform Eq.(12) to the following form
1
aˆµ
+
β1
β0
ln aˆµ = β0C +
1
aµ
+
β1
β0
ln aµ + β0
∫ aµ
0
da
β˜(a)
; (22)
solving it recursively, we obtain the required relation
aµ = aˆµ + Cβ0aˆ
2
µ +
(
β2
β0
− β
2
1
β20
+ β20C
2 + β1C
)
aˆ3µ
+
[
β3
2β0
− β
3
1
2β30
+
(
3β2 − 2β
2
1
β0
)
C +
5
2
β0β1C
2 + β30C
3
]
aˆ4µ +O(aˆ5µ), (23)
or inversely,
aˆµ = aµ − Cβ0a2µ +
(
β21
β20
− β2
β0
+ β20C
2 − β1C
)
a3µ
+
[
β31
2β30
− β3
2β0
+
(
2β2 − 3β
2
1
β0
)
C +
5
2
β0β1C
2 − β30C3
]
a4µ +O(a5µ). (24)
As an explicit example, considering the conventional coupling aµ with the {βi≥2}-functions under
the MS-scheme, we have [76],
aMSµ = aˆµ +
9
4
Caˆ2µ +
(
3397
2592
+ 4C +
81
16
C2
)
aˆ3µ
+
(
741103
186624
+
18383
1152
C +
45
2
C2 +
729
64
C3 +
445
144
ζ(3)
)
aˆ4µ + · · · , (25)
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Figure 4: The C-scheme coupling aˆMτ as a function of C at the scale Mτ , which is calculated
by using the relation (22) up to four-loop level. We adopt αMSs (Mτ ) = 0.3159(95) as the
reference value. The solid line represents the center value, and the shaded band corresponds
to the uncertainty ∆αs(Mτ ) = ±0.0095. The crossing point of the two dotted lines indicates
aˆMτ (C = −0.0818) = aMSMτ .
where we have set the active flavor number nf = 3, and ζ(i) is the Riemann ζ-function. Eq.(25)
indicates that the value of C needs to be a function of the scale µ in order to ensure the equivalence of
the C-scheme coupling aˆµ and the MS-scheme coupling a
MS
µ .
To show explicitly how the C-scheme coupling aˆµ depends on the parameter C, we present the
coupling aˆµ at the scale µ = Mτ as a function of C in Figure 4. Here we adopt the world average
αMSs (MZ) = 0.1181(11) [92] as the reference value, which runs down to α
MS
s (Mτ ) = 0.3159(95) using the
four-loop RGE. Figure 4 shows that the coupling aˆµ monotonously decreases as a function of C. This is
confirmed by the fact that the C-scheme βˆ(aˆµ)-function (18) is generally negative – the negative βˆ(aˆµ)-
function implies that the coupling must monotonically decrease with the increment of C. By choosing
a suitable C, the new coupling aˆµ becomes equivalent to the coupling aµ defined for any corresponding
conventional scheme; i.e. aµ = aˆµ|C. At a different scale µ, a different C needs to be introduced in
order to ensure the equivalence of the couplings at the same scale. For examples, we have
aMSMτ = aˆMτ (C = −0.0818) and aMSMZ = aˆMZ (C = 0.7285).
3 The pQCD predictions using the PMC scale-setting ap-
proach
Generally, the pQCD approximant of an observable up to nth-order level can be expressed as
ρn(Q) =
n∑
i=1
ri(µ/Q)a
i
µ, (26)
where µ is the renormalization scale and Q is the kinematic scale of the process at which it is measured
or the typical momentum flow of the process. Without losing generality, we have set the power of the
running coupling associated with the tree-level term as 1.
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At any finite order, the renormalization scheme-and-scale dependence from aµ and ri(µ/Q) usually
do not exactly cancel; this leads to the renormalization scheme-and-scale ambiguity. The PMC has
been introduced to eliminate the conventional renormalization scheme-and-scale ambiguity by finding
the optimal behavior of the running coupling via a systematic and process-independent way. In the
following subsections, we shall first present an overview of the PMC and describe its standard formalism.
Then we discuss the residual scale dependence of the predictions after applying the PMC. Finally, we give
some recent PMC applications, such as the Higgs hadroproduction and the top-quark pair production
at the LHC, and the γγ∗ → ηc form factor up to N2LO level.
There are also cases in which additional momentum flows occur, whose scale uncertainties can also
be eliminated by applying the PMC. For example, there are two types of log terms, ln(µ/MZ) and
ln(µ/Mt) [133, 134, 135, 136], for the axial singlet r
A
S of the hadronic Z decays. By applying the PMC,
one finds the optimal scale is QAS ≃ 100 GeV [137], indicating that the typical momentum flow for rAS
is closer to MZ than Mt. The PMC can also be systematically applied to multi-scale problems. The
typical momentum flow can be distinct; thus, one should apply the PMC separately in each region.
For example, two optimal scales arise at the N2LO level for the production of massive quark-anti-quark
pairs (QQ¯) close to threshold [138], with one being proportional to
√
sˆ and the other to v
√
sˆ, where v
is the Q and Q¯ relative velocity.
3.1 An overview of the PMC scale setting
The PMC procedure follows these steps
- First, we perform a pQCD calculation of an observable by using general regularization and renor-
malization procedures at an arbitrary initial renormalization scale µ and by taking any renor-
malization scheme. The initial renormalization scale can be arbitrarily chosen, which only needs
to be large enough (µ >> ΛQCD) to ensure the reliability of the perturbative calculation. One
may choose the renormalization scheme to be the usually adopted MS-scheme; after applying the
PMC, the final pQCD prediction will be shown to be independent to this choice, since the PMC
is consistent with RGI.
- Second, we identify the non-conformal {βi}-terms in the pQCD series. This can be achieved with
the help of the degeneracy relations among different orders [31, 32], which identify which terms
in the pQCD series are associated with the RGE and which terms are not.
By using the displacement relation for the running coupling at any two scales, e.g. Eq.(1), one can
obtain the general pattern of the {βi}-terms at each order, which naturally implies the wanted
degeneracy relations among different terms; e.g., the coefficients for β0a
2
µ, β1a
3
µ, · · ·, βiai+2µ are
the same. It has been demonstrated that the degeneracy relations hold using any renormalization
scheme [67]. The dimensional-like Rδ-scheme provides a natural explanation of the degeneracy
relations which are general properties of the non-Abelian gauge theory and underly the resulting
conformal features of the pQCD series.
Alternatively, one can use the δ dependence of the series to identify the {βi}-terms [32]. One can
also rearrange all the perturbative coefficients, which are usually expressed as an nf -power series,
into {βi}-terms or non-{βi}-terms. One needs to be careful using this method to ensure that the
UV-free light-quark loops are not related to the {βi}-terms; they should be identified as conformal
terms and should be kept unchanged when doing the nf → {βi} transformation. The separation
of UV-divergent and UV-free terms is very important. This fact has already been shown in QED
case, in which electron-loop light-by-light contribution to the sixth-order muon anomalous moment
is sizable but UV-free and should be treated as conformal terms [139]. There are many examples
for the QCD case. For example, by carefully dealing with the UV-free light-by-light diagrams at
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the N2LO level, the resulting PMC prediction agrees with the BaBar measurements within errors,
thus provides a solution for the γγ∗ → ηc form factor puzzle [140].
In practice, one can also apply the PMC by directly dealing with the nf -power series without
transforming them into the {βi}-terms [27]. This procedure is based on the observation that
one can rearrange all the Feynman diagrams of a process in form of a cascade; i.e., the “new”
terms emerging at each order can be equivalently regarded as a one-loop correction to all the
“old” lower-order terms. All of the nf -terms can then be absorbed into the running coupling
following the basic β-pattern in the scale-displacement formula, i.e. Eq.(1). More explicitly, in
this treatment, the PMC scales can be derived in the following way: The LO PMC scale Q1 is
obtained by eliminating all the nf -terms with the highest power at each order, and at this step,
the coefficients of the lower-power nf -terms are changed simultaneously to ensure that the correct
LO αs-running is obtained; the NLO PMC scale Q2 is obtained by eliminating the nf -terms of
one less power in the new series obtaining a third series with less nf -terms; and so on until all
nf -terms are eliminated.
If the nf -terms are treated correctly, the results for both treatments shall be equivalent since they
lead to the same resummed “conformal” series up to all orders. Those two PMC approaches differ,
however, at the non-conformal level, by predicting slightly different PMC scales of the running
coupling. This difference arises due to different ways of resumming the non-conformal {βi}-terms,
but this difference decreases rapidly when additional loop corrections are included [67].
- Third, we absorb different types of {βi}-terms into the running coupling via an order-by-order
manner with the help of degeneracy relations. Different types of {βi}-terms as determined from
the RGE lead to different running behaviors of the running coupling at different orders, and
hence, determine the distinct scales at each order. As a result, the PMC scales themselves are
perturbative expansion series in the running coupling. Since a different scale generally appears at
each order, we call this approach as the PMC multi-scale approach.
- Finally, since all the non-conformal {βi}-terms have been resummed into the running coupling, the
remaining terms in the perturbative series will be identical to those of the corresponding conformal
theory, thus leading to a generally scheme-independent prediction. Because of the uncalculated
high-order terms, there is residual scale dependence for the PMC prediction. However such residual
renormalization scale dependence is generally small either due to the perturbative nature of the
PMC scales or due to the fast convergence of the conformal pQCD series 7. This explains why one
refers to the PMC method as “principle of maximum conformality”. The scheme independence
of the PMC prediction is a general result, satisfying the central property of RGI.
3.2 The PMC scale setting formulism for dimensional-like Rδ-scheme
In this subsection, we take the dimensional-like Rδ-scheme to show the how to do PMC scale setting.
The Rδ-scheme introduces a generalization of the conventional dimensional regularization schemes,
where a constant (−δ) is subtracted in addition to the standard subtraction (ln 4π − γE) of the MS-
scheme [31]. Different δ-values indicate different dimensional-like schemes. For examples, δ = 0 is the
MS-scheme, δ = ln 4π − γE is the MS-scheme, and δ = −2 is the G-scheme [141].
The pQCD approximants among different Rδ-schemes are simply related by a scale shift [31, 32].
One can derive a general pQCD expression in theRδ-schemes by using the displacement relation between
7By choosing a proper scale for the highest-order terms, whose value cannot be fixed, one can achieve a scheme-
independent prediction due to commensurate scale relations among the predictions under different schemes [61].
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the couplings at different scales,
aµ = aµδ +
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
dnaµ
(d lnµ2)n
∣∣∣∣
µ=µδ
(−δ)n, (27)
where δ = lnµ2δ/µ
2. Thus one can rewrite the conventional pQCD series (26) as
ρn(Q) = r1aµδ + (r2 + β0r1δ)a
2
µδ
+ [r3 + β1r1δ + 2β0r2δ + β
2
0r1δ
2]a3µδ
+[r4 + β2r1δ + 2β1r2δ + 3β0r3δ + 3β
2
0r2δ
2 + β30r1δ
3 +
5
2
β1β0r1δ
2]a4µδ + · · · . (28)
It is easy to confirm that,
∂ρn
∂δ
= −β(aµδ)
∂ρn
∂aµδ
. (29)
This shows that when the non-conformal {βi}-terms associated with the β(aµδ)-function have been
removed, one can achieve a scheme-independent prediction for the physical observable ρ; i.e. β(aµδ)→ 0
indicates ∂ρn/∂δ → 0. The PMC scales determined by using those non-conformal terms depend on the
choice of renormalization scheme, which however are compensated by scheme-dependent coefficients at
each order, leading to the final scheme-independent conformal series.
The running coupling αs at each perturbative order has its own {βi}-series governed by the RGE.
The β-pattern for the pQCD series at each order is a superposition of all of the {βi}-terms which
govern the lower-order αs contributions at this particular order. The pQCD prediction ρn with its
explicit β-pattern can be rewritten as
ρn(Q) =
n∑
i=1
ri(µ/Q)a
i
µ (30)
= r1,0aµ + [r2,0 + β0r2,1] a
2
µ +
[
r3,0 + β1r2,1 + 2β0r3,1 + β
2
0r3,2
]
a3µ
+
[
r4,0 + β2r2,1 + 2β1r3,1 +
5
2
β1β0r3,2 + 3β0r4,1 + 3β
2
0r4,2 + β
3
0r4,3
]
a4µ + · · · . (31)
where we have introduced the notes ri,j. The non-conformal coefficients ri,j(≥1) are general functions
of µ and Q, which are usually in form of lnµ2/Q2. For convenience, we identify the coefficients ri,j(≥1)
as ri,j =
∑j
k=0C
k
j ln
k(µ2/Q2)rˆi−k,j−k, in which rˆi,j = ri,j|µ=Q and the combination coefficients Ckj =
(j!/k!(j − k)!). All the conformal coefficients are free from µ-dependence, e.g., ri,0 ≡ rˆi,0.
Next, we rewrite the pQCD expansion (31) into a compact form as
ρn(Q) =
n∑
i≥1
ri,0a
i
µ +
i+j≤n∑
i≥1,j≥1
(−1)j
[
iβ(aµ)a
i−1
µ
]
ri+j,j∆
(j−1)
i (aµ), (32)
where the summation keeps the expansion up to anµ-order. For a fourth-order prediction, we need to
know the first three ∆
(j−1)
i (x), which are
∆
(0)
i (x) = 1, (33)
∆
(1)
i (x) =
1
2!
[
∂β(x)
∂x
+ (i− 1)β(x)
x
]
, (34)
∆
(2)
i (x) =
1
3!
β(x)∂2β(x)
(∂x)2
+
(
∂β(x)
∂x
)2
+ 3(i− 1)β(x)
x
∂β(x)
∂x
+ (i− 1)(i− 2)β(x)
2
x2
 . (35)
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Following the standard PMC procedures, we can obtain the following conformal series for a pQCD
approximant,
ρn(Q)|PMC =
n∑
i=1
ri,0a
i
Qi
, (36)
where only the conformal coefficients ri,0 remain, and the PMC scales Qi for each order are determined
by recursively absorbing the {βi}-terms into the coupling at the corresponding order and by resumming
the known type of {βi}-terms up to all orders. The PMC scales satisfy
∑
j≥0
∆
(j)
i (aµ) ln
j+1 Q
2
i
µ2
=
∑
j≥0
(−1)j+1∆(j)i (aµ)
ri+j+1,j+1
ri,0
. (37)
Then we have
ln
Q2i
Q2
=
∑
0≤j≤(n−1−i)
Pi,ja
j
µ. i ∈ [1, (n− 1)]. (38)
For an nth-order pQCD prediction, we can fix (n − 1) PMC scales. Solving Eq.(37) iteratively, we
can obtain the perturbative coefficients Pi,j needed for those (n − 1) PMC scales. For example, for a
fourth-order pQCD prediction, we have
Pi,0 = −ri+1,1
ri,0
, (39)
Pi,1 =
(i+ 1)(r2i+1,1 − ri,0ri+2,2)
2r2i,0
β0, (40)
Pi,2 =
(i+ 2)(r2i+1,1 − ri,0ri+2,2)
2r2i,0
β1
−(i+ 1)[(2i+ 1)r
3
i+1,1 − 3(i+ 1)ri,0ri+1,1ri+2,2 + (i+ 2)r2i,0ri+3,3]
6r3i,0
β20 . (41)
The above expressions show that the PMC scale Qi is given as a perturbative series, e.g. Q1 is at the
Nn−1LLO level, Q2 is at the N
n−2LLO level, and etc., for a nth-order prediction.
The PMC scale setting procedures have been successfully applied in many high-energy processes,
such as the top-pair production at the N2LO level [28, 30, 142, 143, 144], the electron-positron annihi-
lation into hadrons at the N3LO level, the decay width Γ(H → bb¯) at N3LO level [50], the hadronic Z
decays at N3LO level [137], the decay width Γ(H → gg) at N4LO level [145], the decay width Γ(H → γγ)
at N2LO level [146], the ρ parameter at N3LO level [147], the Υ(1S) decays at N3LO level [148], and
etc. These applications not only show the essential features of PMC but also emphasize the importance
of a proper renormalization scale setting for achieving precise fixed-order pQCD predictions.
As an example, we present the renormalization scale dependence of the total decay width Γ(H → gg)
up to N4LO level in Figures 5 and 6, which well explains how the pQCD series behaves before and after
applying the PMC. Figure 5 shows that using conventional scale setting, the renormalization scale
dependence becomes smaller when more loop terms have been taken into consideration. This trend
agrees with the conventional wisdom that by finishing a higher-enough-order calculation, one can finally
achieve desirable convergent and renormalization scale-invariant estimations. As a comparison, Figure
6 shows that the PMC prediction for the total decay width is renormalization scale independent even for
low-order predictions, and the PMC prediction quickly approaches the “physical” value of Γ(H → gg)
due to a much faster pQCD convergence.
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Figure 5: Total decay width Γ(H → gg) versus the initial choice of renormalization scale
µr using conventional scale setting up to five-loop level [145], the scale dependence becomes
smaller as more loop terms are taken into consideration. The solid line with circle symbols,
the dotted line, the dashed line, the dash-dot line and the solid line are for the predictions
up to LO, NLO, N2LO, N3LO, and N4LO levels, respectively.
3.3 The residual renormalization scale dependence
The PMC scale is determined by absorbing the {βi}-terms of the process, where the β-pattern at each
order is determined by the recursive use of the RGE (2). Since the determined PMC scale is independent
of the choice of the initial renormalization scale, the conventional scale ambiguity is eliminated.
There are two kinds of residual scale dependence for an nth-order pQCD prediction ρn. The first
one is caused by the unknown terms in the determined PMC scales, such as Q1,···,n−1, due to their
perturbative nature. The second residual scale dependence is for the undetermined PMC scale Qn for
the highest perturbative term of the pQCD approximant, since we have no {βi}-terms to fix its value.
In practice, one can set its value as the latest determined PMC scale, i.e. Qn = Qn−1; such a choice
of Qn ensures the scheme independence of the PMC prediction. It should be pointed out that such
residual scale dependence is different from the arbitrary conventional scale dependence. The first kind of
residual scale dependence is also reduced by the exponential suppression, leading to negligible residual
scale dependence. The magnitude of the residual scale dependence depends on perturbative nature of
the PMC scale, and thus depends heavily on how well we know the {βi}-terms of the pQCD series. The
precision of the PMC scale for high-order terms decreases at higher-and-higher orders due to the less
known {βi}-terms in those higher-order terms. In practice, we have found that those two residual scale
dependence are quite small even at low orders. This is due to a generally faster pQCD convergence
after applying the PMC. Some PMC examples can be found in Ref.[149].
In some cases, a weak perturbative convergence may be exist in a PMC scale; the residual scale
dependence for this particular scale may be large, leading to a comparatively larger residual scale
dependence for the pQCD approximant. As an example, it has been found that there is comparatively
large µr dependence for the NLO PMC scale Q2 for H → gg process, leading to a larger residual scale
dependence for H → gg decay width [128, 145]. Figure 7 shows that the precision of Q2 increases as
more loop terms have been taken into consideration. By varying the initial renormalization scale within
the region of [MH/2, 4MH ], the scale dependence of Q2 at the NLLO level is about ∆Q2 ∼ 7 GeV, which
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Figure 6: Total decay width Γ(H → gg) versus the initial choice of renormalization scale µr
after applying the PMC up to five-loop level [145], whose value is scale-independent even for
low-order predictions. The solid line with circle symbols, the dotted line, the dashed line,
the dash-dot line and the solid line are for the predictions up to LO, NLO, N2LO, N3LO,
and N4LO levels, respectively.
changes down to ∆Q2 ∼ 2 GeV for Q2 at the N2LLO level. This will lead to residual scale dependence
for the total decay width. When one uses the known N4LO pQCD series for the H → gg decay [150],
the PMC prediction of the total decay width is
Γ(H → gg)|PMC = 337.9+0.9−0.1 KeV, (42)
where the error is the residual scale dependence, which mainly comes from the NLO-terms.
As a comparison, it has been found that the renormalization scale uncertainty for N4LO using the
conventional scale setting is
(
+2.1
−1.3
)
KeV [145], which is larger than that of PMC prediction but is also
small. This indicates that if one knows enough higher-order terms, the conventional scale uncertainty
can also be suppressed to a certain degree. However we should point out that such a small scale
dependence for conventional scale setting is caused by the large cancellation of the scale dependence
among different orders; the scale dependence for each perturbative term is still very large, which cannot
be cured by higher-order terms. Up to N4LO level, the total decay width uses Γ =
∑N4LO
i=LO Γi. We
present a comparison of the scale uncertainties of the individual decay width Γi under conventional and
PMC scale-settings in Figure 8, where the error bars are determined by
∆ = ±|ΓNkLO(µ)− ΓNkLO(MH)|MAX. (43)
Here the symbol ‘MAX’ stands for the maximum value by varying µ within the range of [MH/2, 4MH ].
Figure 8 shows that the separate scale errors for each perturbative term Γi are quite large using con-
ventional scale setting, which can be as large as an order of magnitude. On the other hand, those
uncertainties for each order are rather small using PMC scale setting; the maximum uncertainty is
due to the somewhat large residual scale dependence for the NLO-terms, ∆|PMC,NLO = ±1.3 GeV.
It should be noted that due to the conformal nature of the PMC series, the PMC predictions are
scheme-independent at any fixed order. This fixed-order scheme independence is also ensured by the
commensurate scale relations among different observables [61].
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Figure 7: The PMC scale Q2 versus the initial choice of renormalization scale µr for the
NLO-terms of the pQCD series from the LLO-level up to N2LLO-level versus the initial
scale choices [145]. The dotted line represents the approximate asymptotic limit for Q2.
It shows that the precision of Q2 increases when more loop terms have been taken into
consideration.
3.4 Some recent applications of PMC scale setting
In this subsection, we present some recent PMC applications, which show essential features of PMC
and the importance of proper renormalization scale-setting. Some subtle points in using the PMC will
also be explained, which can be treated as useful references for future applications.
3.4.1 The hadroproduction of the Higgs boson
The total cross section for the production of Higgs boson at hadron colliders can be treated as the
convolution of the hard-scattering partonic cross section σˆij with the corresponding parton luminosity
Lij, i.e.
σH1H2→HX =
∑
i,j
S∫
m2
H
ds Lij(s, S, µf)σˆij(s, L,R), (44)
where the parton luminosity
Lij = 1
S
S∫
s
dsˆ
sˆ
fi/H1 (x1, µf) fj/H2 (x2, µf) . (45)
Here the indices i, j run over all possible parton flavors in proton H1 or H2, x1 = sˆ/S and x2 = s/sˆ.
S denotes the hadronic center-of-mass energy squared, and s = x1x2S is the subprocess center-of-mass
energy squared. The subprocess cross section σˆij depends on both the renormalization scale µr and the
factorization scale µf , and the parton luminosity depends on µf . We define two ratios L = µ
2
f/m
2
H and
R = µ2r/µ
2
f , where mH is the Higgs boson mass. The parton distribution functions (PDF) underlying
the parton luminosity fi/Hα(xα, µf) (α = 1 or 2) describes the probability of finding a parton of type i
with light-front momentum fraction between xα and xα + dxα in the proton Hα. The two-dimensional
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Figure 8: Scale uncertainties of the individual decay width Γi (in unit: KeV) under conven-
tional and PMC scale setting approaches [145]. i = LO, NLO, N2LO, N3LO, and N4LO,
respectively. The central values are for µ = MH , and the errors are for µ ∈ [MH/2, 4MH].
This figure shows that the separate scale errors for each perturbative term Γi|Conv. are quite
large under conventional scale setting. And the residual scale dependence for the PMC
prediction is negligibly small for each term Γi|PMC.
integration over s and sˆ can be performed numerically by using the VEGAS program [151]. For this
purpose, one can set s = m2H(S/m
2
H)
y1 and sˆ = s(S/s)y2 , and transform the two-dimensional integration
into an integration over two variables y1,2 ∈ [0, 1].
Analytic expressions using the MS-scheme for the partonic cross section σˆij up to N
2LO level can
be found in Refs.[152, 153], which can be used for the PMC analysis. There are two types of large
logarithmic terms ln(µr/mH) and ln(µr/mt) in σˆij . Thus a single guessed scale, using conventional
scale-setting, such as µr = mH , cannot eliminate all of the large logarithmic terms. This explains why
there are large K factors for the high-order terms, confirming the importance of achieving exact values
for each order. The PMC uses the RGE to determine the optimal running behavior of αs at each order,
and the large scale uncertainty for each order using conventional scale setting can be eliminated. To
be specific, the PMC introduces multiple scales for physical applications which depend on multiple
kinematic variables, which is caused by the fact that different typical momentum flows could exist in
different kinematic regions. Similar conditions have been observed in the hadronic Z decays [137] and
the heavy-quark pair production via qq¯ fusion [138]. For example, the process qq¯ → QQ¯ near the heavy
quark (Q) threshold involves not only the invariant variable sˆ ∼ 4M2Q, but also the variable v2relsˆ with
vrel being the relative velocity, which enters the Sudakov final-state corrections.
We use σsum to stand for the sum of the total hadronic production cross sections σ(ij) with (ij) = (gg),
(qq¯), (gq), (gq¯) and (qq′), respectively. Numerical results for σsum at the Tevatron and LHC are presented
in Table 1 [154], where the uncertainties are for µr ∈ [mH/2, 2mH] and µf ∈ [mH/2, 2mH ]. As a
comparison, the results using conventional scale-setting are also presented. After applying the PMC,
σsum is increased by ∼ 37% at the Tevatron, and by ∼ 30% at the LHC for
√
S =7, 8, 13 and 14 TeV,
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Tevatron LHC√
S 1.96 TeV 7 TeV 8 TeV 13 TeV 14 TeV
Conv. 0.63+0.13−0.11 13.92
+2.25
−2.06 18.12
+2.87
−2.66 44.26
+6.61
−6.43 50.33
+7.47
−7.31
PMC 0.86+0.13−0.12 18.04
+1.36
−1.32 23.37
+1.65
−1.59 56.34
+3.45
−3.00 63.94
+3.88
−3.30
Table 1: The total hadronic cross section σsum (in unit: pb) using the conventional (Conv.) and PMC
scale-settings [154], where the uncertainties are for µr ∈ [mH/2, 2mH ] and µf ∈ [mH/2, 2mH].
respectively.
Decay channel σIncl
7 TeV 8 TeV 13 TeV
H → γγ [155, 156, 157] 35+13−12 30.5+7.5−7.4 47.9+9.1−8.6
H → ZZ∗ → 4l [155, 156, 157] 33+21−16 37+9−8 68.0+11.4−10.4
LHC-XS [162] 19.2± 0.9 24.5± 1.1 55.6+2.4−3.4
PMC 21.21+1.36−1.32 27.37
+1.65
−1.59 65.72
+3.46
−3.01
Table 2: Total inclusive cross sections (in unit: pb) for Higgs production at the LHC for the CM collision
energies
√
S = 7, 8 and 13 TeV, respectively [154]. The inclusive cross section is σIncl = σsum+σxH+σEW.
To compare with the LHC measurements for Higgs boson production cross-section [155, 156, 157],
we need to include the contributions from other known production modes, such as the vector-boson
fusion production process, the WH/ZH Higgs associated production process, the Higgs production
associated with heavy quarks, etc. We use σxH to stand for the sum of those production cross sections
from the channels via Z, W , tt¯, bb¯ and · · ·, and use σEW to stand for those production cross sections
from the channels with electroweak corrections. The values of σxH and σEW are small in comparison to
the dominant gluon-fusion σggH contribution. Taking
√
S = 8 TeV and mH = 125 GeV, one predicts
σxH = 3.08 + 0.10 pb [155, 158]; the electro-weak correction up to two-loop level leads to a +5.1%
shift with respect to the N2LO-level QCD cross sections [160, 161]. Taking those contributions into
consideration, the PMC predictions for the total inclusive cross section σIncl at the LHC for several
center-of-mass (CM) collision energies are presented in Table 2; the LHC ATLAS predictions viaH → γγ
and H → ZZ∗ → 4l decay channels [155, 156] are also given. The PMC results are larger than the
central values of the LHC-XS prediction [162] by about 10%, 12% and 18% for
√
S = 7, 8 and 13
TeV, respectively, which shows a better agreement with the data. This is clearly shown by Figure 9, in
which a comparison of our present N2LO conventional and PMC predictions for σIncl with the ATLAS
measurements at 8 TeV is presented. Because of the large uncertainty for the ATLAS data, we need
more data to draw definite conclusion on the SM predictions. The more accurate measurements with
high integrated luminosity for
√
S=13 TeV will be helpful to test the PMC and conventional predictions.
σfid(pp→ H → γγ) 7 TeV 8 TeV 13 TeV
ATLAS data [165] 49± 18 42.5+10.3−10.2 52+40−37
CMS data [166] - - 84+13−12
ATLAS data [167] - - 60.4± 8.6
LHC-XS [162] 24.7± 2.6 31.0± 3.2 66.1+6.8−6.6
PMC prediction 30.1+2.3−2.2 38.3
+2.9
−2.8 85.8
+5.7
−5.3
Table 3: The fiducial cross section σfid(pp→ H → γγ) (in unit: fb) at the LHC for CM collision energies√
S =7, 8 and 13 TeV, respectively [154].
It has been suggested that the fiducial cross section σfid can also be used to test the theoretical
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Figure 9: Comparison of the N2LO conventional versus PMC predictions for the total in-
clusive cross section σIncl [154] with the latest ATLAS measurements at 8 TeV [155]. The
LHC-XS predictions [158], the N2LO+NNLL prediction [163], and the N3LO prediction [164]
are presented as a comparison. The solid lines are central values.
predictions, which is defined as
σfid(pp→ H → γγ) = σInclBH→γγA. (46)
The A is the acceptance factor, whose values for three typical proton-proton CM collision energies
are [165], A|7TeV = 0.620 ± 0.007, A|8TeV = 0.611 ± 0.012 and A|13TeV = 0.570 ± 0.006. The BH→γγ
is the branching ratio of H → γγ. By using the Γ(H → γγ) with conventional scale-setting, the
LHC-XS group predicts BH→γγ = 0.00228 ± 0.00011 [158]. A PMC analysis for Γ(H → γγ) up to
three-loop or five-loop level has been given in Refs.[146, 159]. Using the formulae given there, we obtain
Γ(H → γγ)|PMC = 9.34 × 10−3 MeV for mH = 125 GeV. Using this value, together with Higgs total
decay width ΓTotal = (4.07± 0.16)× 10−3 GeV [158], we obtain BH→γγ|PMC = 0.00229± 0.00009. The
PMC predictions for σfid(pp → H → γγ) at the LHC are given in Table 3, where the ATLAS and
CMS measurements [165, 166, 167] and the LHC-XS predictions [162] are also presented. The PMC
fiducial cross sections are larger than the LHC-XS ones by ∼ 22%, ∼ 24% and ∼ 30% for √S =7
TeV, 8 TeV and 13 TeV, respectively. Table 3 shows no significant differences between the measured
fiducial cross sections and the SM predictions, and the PMC predictions show better agreement with
the measurements at
√
S = 7 TeV and 8 TeV.
3.4.2 Top-quark pair production at hadron colliders and the top-quark pole mass
Similar to the hadronic production of the Higgs boson, the total cross section for the top-quark pair
production at the hadronic colliders can also be written as the convolution of the factorized partonic
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cross section σˆij with the parton luminosities Lij:
σH1H2→tt¯X =
∑
i,j
S∫
4m2t
ds Lij(s, S, µf)σˆij(s, αs(µr), µr, µf), (47)
where the parton luminosities Lij has been defined in Eq.(45), and the partonic cross section σˆij has
been computed up to N2LO level,
σˆij =
1
m2t
[
f 0ij(ρ, µr, µf)α
2
s(µr) + f
1
ij(ρ, µr, µf)α
3
s(µr) + f
2
ij(ρ, µr, µf)α
4
s(µr) +O(α5s)
]
(48)
where ρ = 4m2t/s, (ij) = {(qq¯), (gg), (gq), (gq¯)} stands for the four production channels, respectively.
In the literature, the perturbative coefficients up to N2LO level have been calculated by various groups,
e.g. Refs.[168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178]. More explicitly, the LO, NLO and
N2LO coefficients f 0ij , f
1
ij and f
2
ij in an nf -power series can be explicitly read from the HATHOR
program [179] and the Top++ program [180]. By identifying the nf -terms associated with the {βi}-
terms in the coefficients f 0ij, f
1
ij and f
2
ij, and by using the degeneracy relations of β-pattern at different
orders, one can determine the correct arguments of the strong couplings at each order and hence the
PMC scales at each order by using the RGE via a recursive way [28, 30]. The Coulomb-type corrections
near the threshold region should be treated separately, since their contributions are enhanced by factors
of π and are sizable (e.g. those terms are proportional to (π/v) or (π/v)2 [138], where v =
√
1− ρ, the
heavy quark velocity). For this purpose, the Sommerfeld re-scattering formula is useful for a reliable
prediction [181, 182].
Conventional scale-setting PMC scale-setting
LO NLO N2LO Total LO NLO N2LO Total
(qq¯) channel 4.87 0.96 0.48 6.32 4.73 1.73 −0.063 6.35
(gg) channel 0.48 0.41 0.15 1.04 0.48 0.48 0.15 1.14
(gq) channel 0.00 −0.036 0.0046 −0.032 0.00 −0.036 0.0046 −0.032
(gq¯) channel 0.00 −0.036 0.0047 −0.032 0.00 −0.036 0.0047 −0.032
sum 5.35 1.30 0.64 7.29 5.21 2.14 0.096 7.43
Table 4: The top-quark pair production cross sections (in unit: pb) before and after PMC scale-setting
at the Tevatron with
√
S = 1.96 TeV. µr = µf = mt.
Conventional scale setting PMC scale setting
LO NLO N2LO Total LO NLO N2LO Total
(qq¯) channel 23.37 3.42 1.86 28.69 22.32 7.23 −0.78 28.62
(gg) channel 80.40 46.87 10.87 138.15 80.10 54.70 8.77 145.54
(gq) channel 0.00 −0.43 1.41 1.03 0.00 −0.43 1.41 1.03
(gq¯) channel 0.00 −0.44 0.24 −0.20 0.00 −0.44 0.24 −0.20
sum 103.77 49.42 14.38 167.67 102.42 61.06 9.64 174.98
Table 5: The top-quark pair production cross sections (in unit: pb) before and after PMC scale-setting
at the LHC with
√
S = 7 TeV. µr = µf = mt.
Numerical results for the total top-quark pair production cross sections at the hadronic colliders
Tevatron and LHC for both conventional and PMC scale settings are presented in Tables 4, 5, 6,
and 7, respectively. To do numerical calculation, we update our previous predictions by using mt =
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Conventional scale setting PMC scale setting
LO NLO N2LO Total LO NLO N2LO Total
(qq¯) channel 29.88 4.20 2.31 36.43 28.46 9.09 −1.06 36.29
(gg) channel 118.10 67.43 15.01 200.57 117.66 78.53 11.92 210.86
(gq) channel 0.00 0.18 2.02 2.18 0.00 0.18 2.02 2.18
(gq¯) channel 0.00 −0.53 0.37 −0.15 0.00 −0.53 0.37 −0.15
sum 147.98 71.28 19.71 239.03 146.12 87.27 13.25 249.18
Table 6: The top-quark pair production cross sections (in unit: pb) before and after PMC scale-setting
at the LHC with
√
S = 8 TeV. µr = µf = mt.
Conventional scale setting PMC scale setting
LO NLO N2LO Total LO NLO N2LO Total
(qq¯) channel 66.47 8.30 4.73 79.58 62.86 19.38 −2.74 79.08
(gg) channel 415.06 224.43 43.36 682.98 413.52 259.35 32.56 713.60
(gq) channel 0.00 7.09 6.52 13.82 0.00 7.09 6.52 13.82
(gq¯) channel 0.00 −0.25 1.59 1.33 0.00 −0.25 1.59 1.33
sum 481.53 239.57 56.20 777.72 476.38 285.57 37.93 807.83
Table 7: The top-quark pair production cross sections (in unit: pb) before and after PMC scale-setting
at the LHC with
√
S = 13 TeV. µr = µf = mt.
173.3 GeV [183] and the CTEQ version CT14 [184] as the PDF. The cross sections for the individual
production channels, i.e. (qq¯), (gq), (gq¯) and (gg) channels are presented. In these tables, the initial
choice of renormalization scale and factorization scale is fixed to be µr = µf = mt.
We present the N2LO top-quark pair production cross sections at the Tevatron and LHC for both
conventional and PMC scale settings in Table 8, where four CM collision energies
√
S = 1.96 TeV,
7 TeV, 8 TeV, and 13 TeV, and three typical choices of initial renormalization scale µr = mt/2,
mt, and 2mt have been assumed. Table 8 shows the PMC predictions for the top-pair total cross
section: σ1.96TeVTevatron = 7.43
+0.14
−0.13 pb at the Tevatron, σ
7TeV
LHC = 175.0
+3.5
−3.5 pb, σ
8TeV
LHC = 249.2
+5.0
−4.9 pb, and
σ13TeVLHC = 807.8
+16.0
−15.8 pb at the LHC. These predictions agree with the Tevatron and LHC measurements
within errors [185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198, 199, 200, 201]. Table 8
shows that using conventional scale setting, the renormalization scale dependence of the N2LO-level
cross section is about 6% − 7% for µr ∈ [mt/2, 2mt]. Thus achieving the exact value for each order is
important for a precise lower-order pQCD prediction, especially for those observables that are heavily
dependent on the value at a particular order. By analyzing the N2LO pQCD series in detail, it is found
that the renormalization scale dependence of each perturbative term is rather large using conventional
scale setting [143]. On the other hand, by using the PMC, the cross sections at each order are almost
Conventional PMC
µr mt/2 mt 2mt mt/2 mt 2mt
σ1.96TeVTevatron 7.54 7.29 7.01 7.43 7.43 7.43
σ7TeVLHC 172.07 167.67 160.46 174.97 174.98 174.99
σ8TeVLHC 244.87 239.03 228.94 249.16 249.18 249.19
σ13TeVLHC 792.36 777.72 746.92 807.80 807.83 807.86
Table 8: The N2LO top-pair production cross sections for the Tevatron and LHC (in unit of pb),
comparing conventional versus PMC scale settings. Here all production channels have been summed.
Three typical choices for the initial renormalization scales µr = mt/2, mt and 2mt have been adopted.
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unchanged, indicating a nearly scale-independent prediction can be achieved even at lower orders. If
one sets µr = mt/2 for conventional scale setting, the total cross section is close to the PMC prediction,
whose pQCD convergence is also better than the cases of µr = mt and µr = 2mt as has been observed
in Ref.[202]. Thus, the PMC provides support for “guessing” the optimal choice of µr ∼ mt/2 using
conventional scale setting [144].
After applying the PMC, we obtain the optimal scale of the top-quark pair production at each
perturbative order in pQCD, and the resulting theoretical predictions are essentially free of the initial
choice of renormalization scale. Thus a more accurate top-quark pole mass and a reasonable explanation
of top-quark pair forward-backward asymmetry at the hadronic colliders can be achieved [30, 142, 143,
144, 203].
First, to fix the top-quark mass, one can compare the pQCD prediction on the top-quark pair
production cross-section with the experimental data. For this purpose, one can define a likelihood
function [204]
f(mt) =
∫ +∞
−∞
fth(σ|mt) · fexp(σ|mt) dσ. (49)
Here fth(σ|mt) is the normalized Gaussian distribution determined theoretically,
fth(σ|mt) = 1√
2π∆σth(mt)
exp
[
−(σ − σth(mt))
2
2∆σ2th(mt)
]
. (50)
The top-quark pair production cross-section is a function of the top-quark pole mass mt; its decrease
with increasing mt can be parameterized as [175]
σth(mt) =
(
172.5
mt/GeV
)4 (
c0 + c1(
mt
GeV
− 172.5) + c2 × ( mt
GeV
− 172.5)2 + c3( mt
GeV
− 172.5)3
)
,(51)
where all masses are given in units of GeV. ∆σth(mt) stands for the maximum error of the cross-section
for a fixed mt. One can estimate its value by using the CT14 error PDF sets [184] with range of
αs(MZ) ∈ [0.117, 0.119]. The values for the coefficients c0,1,2,3 can be determined by using a wide range
of the top-quark pole mass, mt ∈ [160 GeV, 190 GeV]. Here σth(mt) is defined as the cross-section at
a fixed mt, where all input parameters are set to be their central values, [σth(mt) + ∆σ
+
th(mt)] is the
maximum cross-section within the allowable parameter range, and [σth(mt)−∆σ−th(mt)] is the minimum
value. The function fexp(σ|mt) is the normalized Gaussian distribution determined experimentally,
fexp(σ|mt) = 1√
2π∆σexp(mt)
exp
[
−(σ − σexp(mt))
2
2∆σ2exp(mt)
]
, (52)
where σexp(mt) is the measured cross-section, and ∆σexp(mt) is the uncertainty for σexp(mt). By evalu-
ating the likelihood function, we obtain mt = 174.6
+3.1
−3.2 GeV [203], where the central value is extracted
from the maximum of the likelihood function, and the error ranges are obtained from the 68% area
around the maximum. Because the PMC predictions have less uncertainty compared to the predictions
by using conventional scale-setting, the precision of top-quark pole mass is dominated by the experimen-
tal errors. For example, the PMC determination for the pole mass via the combined dilepton and the
lepton + jets channels data is about 1.8%, which is almost the same as that of the recent determination
by the D0 collaboration, 172.8+3.4−3.2 GeV [205], whose error is ∼ 1.9%.
A summary of the top-quark pole masses determined at both the Tevatron and LHC is presented
in Figure 10, where the PMC predictions and previous predictions from other collaborations [193, 194,
204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210] are presented.
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Figure 10: A summary of the top-quark pole mass determined indirectly from the top-quark
pair production channels at the Tevatron and LHC [203]. For reference, the combination
of Tevatron and LHC direct measurements of the top-quark mass is presented as a shaded
band, which gives mt = 173.34± 0.76 GeV [210].
Second, it has been found that by applying the PMC, the SM predictions for the top-quark forward-
backward asymmetry at the Tevatron have only 1σ deviation from the CDF and D0 measurements [30,
142, 143]. In fact, the PMC gives a scale-independent precise top-quark pair forward-backward asym-
metry, APMCFB = 9.2% and AFB(Mtt¯ > 450 GeV) = 29.9%, in agreement with the corresponding CDF and
D0 measurements [211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217]. The large discrepancies of the top-quark forward-
backward asymmetry between the SM estimate and the Tevatron data are thus greatly reduced. More-
over, the PMC prediction for AFB(Mtt¯ > Mcut) displays an “increasing-decreasing” behavior as Mcut is
increased, consistent within errors with the measurements recently reported by D0 experiment [216].
The top-quark charge asymmetry at the LHC for the pp→ tt¯X process is defined as
AC =
N(∆|y| > 0)−N(∆|y| < 0)
N(∆|y| > 0) +N(∆|y| < 0) , (53)
where ∆|y| = |yt| − |yt¯| is the difference between the absolute rapidities of the top and anti-top quarks,
and N is the number of events. Measurements of the top-quark charge asymmetry at the LHC have
been reported in Refs. [218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223]. Figure 11 gives a summary of the LHC measure-
ments, together with the theoretical predictions. In contrast to the Tevatron pp¯ → tt¯X processes, the
asymmetric channel qq¯ → tt¯ gives a small pQCD contribution to the top-pair production at the LHC,
and the symmetric channel gg → tt¯ provides the dominant contribution. Thus, the predicted charge
asymmetry at the LHC is smaller than the one at the Tevatron. Two typical SM predictions for the
charge asymmetry at the LHC are: AC|7TeV = (1.15 ± 0.06)% and AC|8TeV = (1.02 ± 0.05)% [224];
AC|7TeV = (1.23 ± 0.05)% and AC|8TeV = (1.11 ± 0.04)% [225]. The uncertainties of the theoretical
prediction are dominated by the choice of scale. The scale errors for conventional scale setting are
obtained by varying µr ∈ [mt/2, 2mt], and fixing the factorization scale µf ≡ µr. As a representation,
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Figure 11: The top-quark charge asymmetry AC assuming conventional scale setting (Conv.)
and PMC scale setting for
√
S = 7 TeV [144]; the error bars are for µr ∈ [mt/2, 2mt] and
µf ∈ [mt/2, 2mt]. As a comparison, the experimental results [218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223]
and the prediction of Ref.[225] are also presented.
Figure 11 shows the prediction of Ref.[225]. On the other hand, the PMC prediction is almost scale
independent and a more precise comparison with the data can be achieved.
3.4.3 The γγ∗ → ηc transition form factor
The simplest exclusive charmonium production process, γ∗γ → ηc, measured in two-photon collisions,
provides another example of the importance of a proper scale-setting approach for fixed-order predic-
tions. This is also helpful for testing Nonrelativistic QCD (NRQCD) theory [226]. One can define a
transition form factor (TFF) F (Q2) via the following way [227]:
〈ηc(p)|JµEM|γ(k, ε)〉 = ie2ǫµνρσενqρkσF (Q2), (54)
where JµEM is the electromagnetic current evaluated at the time-like momentum transfer squared, Q
2 =
−q2 = −(p − k)2 > 0. The BaBar collaboration has measured its value and parameterized it as
|F (Q2)/F (0)| = 1/(1 +Q2/Λ) [228], where Λ = 8.5± 0.6± 0.7 GeV2. In the case of conventional scale
setting, the renormalization scale is simply set as the typical momentum flow µQ =
√
Q2 +m2c ; the
N2LO NRQCD prediction cannot explain the BaBar measurements over a wide Q2 range [229]. Here
mc is the c-quark mass and we set its value as 1.68 GeV. This disagreement cannot be solved by taking
higher Fock states into consideration [230, 231].
Numerically, the choice of renormalization scale µr = µQ leads to a substantially negative N
2LO
contribution and hence a large |F (Q2)/F (0)|, in disagreement with the data. Following the standard
PMC scale-setting procedures, one can determine the PMC scale µPMCr of the process by carefully
dealing with the light-by-light diagrams at the N2LO level. The determined PMC scale varies with
momentum transfer squared Q2 at which the TFF is measured, and it is independent of the initial
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Figure 12: The PMC scale of the transition form factor F (Q2) [140], defined in Eq.(54),
versus Q2. The conventional choice of scale µr = µQ is presented as a comparison.
choice of µr (thus the conventional scale uncertainty is eliminated). We present the PMC scale µ
PMC
r
versus Q2 in Figure 12, which is larger than the “guessed” value µQ in the small and large Q
2-regions.
In the intermediate Q2-region, e.g. Q2 ∼ [20, 60] GeV2, the discrepancy between µPMCr and µQ is small;
and the largest difference occurs at Q2 = 0.
A comparison of the renormalization scale dependence for the ratio |F (Q2)/F (0)| is given in Figure
13, which is obtained by using the same input parameters as those of Refs.[140, 229]. It shows that
the PMC prediction is independent of the initial choice of scale µr, whereas the conventional scale
uncertainty is large, especially in low Q2-region. The PMC prediction is close to the BaBar measure-
ment. Thus the application of PMC supports the applicability of NRQCD to hard exclusive processes
involving heavy quarkonium.
The determination of the factorization scale is a completely separate issue from the renormalization
scale setting since it is present even for a conformal theory. The factorization scale can be determined by
matching nonperturbative bound-state dynamics with perturbative DGLAP evolution [232, 233, 234].
Recently, by using the light-front holography [235, 236], it has been shown that the matching of high-
and-low scale regimes of αs can determine the scale which sets the interface between perturbative and
nonperturbative hadron dynamics [63, 64, 65, 66]. Figure 13 also shows the factorization scale depen-
dence for the ratio |F (Q2)/F (0)|. In the case of conventional scale-setting, there is large factorization
scale dependence. Choosing a smaller factorization scale could lower the N2LO-level ratio |F (Q2)/F (0)|
to a certain degree, but it cannot eliminate the large discrepancy with the data. In contrast, after ap-
plying the PMC, the prediction shows a small factorization scale dependence. This in some sense also
shows the importance of a proper scale-setting approach. More explicitly, in the case Q2 = 0, a large
factorization scale uncertainty is observed using conventional scale-setting; i.e.,
FConv(0)|µr=mc = 0.43c(0), 0.22c(0), −0.06c(0) (55)
for factorization scale µΛ = 1 GeV, mc and 2mc, respectively. Here the LO coefficient c
(0) is
c(0) =
4e2c〈ηc|ψ†χ(µΛ)|0〉
(Q2 + 4m2c)
√
mc
, (56)
where ec = +2/3 is the c-quark electric charge, and 〈ηc|ψ†χ(µΛ)|0〉 represents the nonperturbative
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Figure 13: The ratio |F (Q2)/F (0)| up to N2LO-level versus Q2 using conventional (Conv.)
and PMC scale-settings [140], where the BaBar data are presented as a comparison [228].
Two typical factorization scales, µΛ = 1 GeV and mc are adopted. The error bars are for
µ2r = [µ
2
Q/2, 2µ
2
Q] with µQ =
√
Q2 +m2c .
matrix-element which characterizes the probability of the (cc¯)-pair to form a ηc bound state. The
magnitude of the negative N2LO term increases with increasing µΛ, and the F
Conv(0) is even negative
for µΛ = 2mc. On the other hand, by applying the PMC, we obtain a reasonable small factorization
scale dependence
FPMC(0) = 0.61c(0), 0.50c(0), 0.34c(0). (57)
again for µΛ = 1 GeV, mc and 2mc, respectively.
4 The renormalization scheme-and-scale independent pQCD
predictions
With the help of RGI and the RGE, the standard PMC multi-scale approach provides a rigorous
method to eliminate the conventional scheme-and-scale ambiguities for pQCD predictions via a step-
by-step way. As mentioned above, there are two types of residual scale dependence due to unknown
higher-order terms, which are complicated by the scheme-dependent RGE of the conventional running
coupling and by the complex multi-scale setting procedures. As a step forward, it is helpful to find a
way to suppress or even eliminate the residual scale dependence, such that a strict scale independent
prediction can be achieved at any fixed order. For this purpose, a running coupling with a simpler RGE
and a simpler scale setting procedure can be helpful.
In this section, we shall show that by using the C-scheme coupling, together with the use of the
PMC single-scale approach (PMC-s), a pQCD prediction with minimum residual scale dependence can
be achieved. The RGE of the C-scheme coupling, as shown by Eq.(18), has a much simpler structure
than the conventional RGE (2), since is only contains scheme-independent β0- and β1- functions. Then,
we shall show that by using this simpler scheme-independent RGE, the residual scale dependence can
be greatly suppressed, due to both the αs-power suppression and in general the exponential suppression.
By applying the PMC-s procedure, the PMC predictions are exactly independent of the choice of the
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initial renormalization scheme-and-scale [71]. Thus, a renormalization scheme-and-scale independent
fixed-order prediction can be achieved by applying the PMC-s approach.
The pQCD predictions are generally calculated using the conventional running coupling (aµ). In the
following subsections, we shall first show how the pQCD predictions for conventional running coupling
are transformed to those under the C-scheme coupling (aˆµ). Next, we shall present the scale setting
formulas for the PMC-s approach using both the dimensional-regularized Rδ-scheme running coupling
aµ and the general C-scheme coupling aˆµ. Then, we shall demonstrate the equivalence of the PMC
predictions under those two running couplings. Finally, we shall demonstrate that scheme-and-scale
independent predictions can be achieved by applying the PMC-s approach to the pQCD series using the
C-scheme coupling. We shall illustrate those features for the non-singlet Adler function at the four-loop
level. As an addendum, we shall present a practical way to achieve a scheme-and-scale independent
prediction based on the PMS scale setting approach.
4.1 Transformation of pQCD predictions from conventional coupling to
C-scheme coupling
By using the relation (23) between the C-scheme coupling aˆµ and the conventional coupling aµ, we can
transform the pQCD approximant (26) from the conventional coupling to the C-scheme coupling; i.e.,
ρn(Q) =
n∑
i=1
cˆi(µ/Q)aˆ
i
µ, (58)
where the new perturbative coefficients cˆi are:
cˆ1 = r1, (59)
cˆ2 = r2 + β0r1C, (60)
cˆ3 = r3 + (β1r1 + 2β0r2)C + β
2
0r1C
2 + r1
(
β2
β0
− β
2
1
β20
)
, (61)
cˆ4 = r4 +
(
3β0r3 + 2β1r2 + 3β2r1 − 2β
2
1r1
β0
)
C +
(
3β20r2 +
5
2
β1β0r1
)
C2
+r1β
3
0C
3 + r1
(
β3
2β0
− β
3
1
2β30
)
+ r2
(
2β2
β0
− 2β
2
1
β20
)
, (62)
· · ·
The fixed-order pQCD prediction (58) based on the C-scheme coupling is also scheme-and-scale
dependent using conventional scale setting. As an attempt to achieve a more precise prediction using
the C-scheme coupling, many authors have investigated the possibility of obtaining an “optimized”
prediction for the truncated pQCD series by exploiting its scheme dependence [76, 77, 237]. In their
treatment, by fixing the renormalization scale µ ≡ Q and varying C within a possible domain, an
optimal C-value, and thus an optimal scheme, is determined by requiring the absolute value of the last
known term or the last non-zero term to be at its minimum.
One may observe that the idea of requiring the magnitude of the last known term of the pQCD
series to be at its minimum is, in principle, similar to the postulate of the Principle of Minimum
Sensitivity (PMS) [5, 6, 7, 8], in which the optimal scheme is determined by directly requiring all
unknown high-order terms to vanish, e.g. ∂ρn(Q)/∂(RS) = 0, where RS stands for either the scale
or scheme parameters. As shall be shown in Sec.4.4 using this criteria, one can achieve scheme-and-
scale independent predictions with the help of renormalization group invariants which emerge at each
order [238]. Even though it cannot offer correct lower-order predictions, it can be a practical and reliable
way to estimate the pQCD predictions when enough higher-order terms have been included [239, 240].
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However, the PMS meets serious theoretical problems: It does not satisfy the self-consistency conditions
of the renormalization group, such as reflectivity, symmetry and transitivity [62]; its pQCD convergence
is accidental and questionable; it disagrees with Gell Mann-Low scale setting when applied to QED cases;
and it gives unphysical results for the jet production in e+e− annihilation [33, 34]; etc..
The optimization to the C-scheme coupling approach by requiring the absolute value of the last
known term to be at its minimum meets the same theoretical problems of PMS. The optimal value of C
is different for a different fixed-order prediction, which need to be redetermined when new perturbative
terms are known. Although this approach of varying the C-scheme coupling could be considered as a
practical way to improve pQCD precision [76, 237], similar to the PMS approach, it cannot be considered
as the solution to the conventional scheme-and-scale setting ambiguities.
In contrast, the PMC identifies all the RG-involved scheme-dependent {βi}-terms in the perturbative
series and eliminates them by shifting the scales of the running coupling. After applying the PMC, the
coefficients match the corresponding conformal series, and thus the prediction is scheme independent.
An explicit demonstration that the PMC scale setting leads to scheme-independent pQCD predictions
for any dimensional-like scheme has been given in Sec. 3.2. More explicitly, Eq.(29) shows that after
eliminating all the {βi}-terms, one obtains ∂ρn|PMC/∂δ = 0, proving that the PMC prediction ρn|PMC is
independent of δ and thus any choice of the dimensionally regulatedRδ-schemes. We will now generalize
this procedure to see whether one can eliminate all scheme-dependent C-terms in a pQCD approximant
by applying the PMC. Since the parameter C identifies any choice of the renormalization scheme, we
will then achieve a general demonstration of the scheme-independence of the PMC pQCD predictions
for any renormalization scheme.
4.2 The pQCD predictions using the PMC-s scale setting approach
The PMC multi-scale approach requires considerable theoretical analysis, especially since one needs
to distribute the approximal renormalization-group-involved {βi}-terms into each perturbative order.
To make the PMC scale setting procedures simpler and more easily to be automatized, a single-scale
PMC scale setting approach (e.g. the PMC-s approach) has been suggested. The PMC-s approach [71]
achieves many of the same goal as the PMC multi-scale approach. The PMC-s approach replaces
the individual PMC scales at each order by an overall effective single scale, which effectively replaces
the individual PMC scales derived under the PMC multi-scale approach in the sense of a mean value
theorem. The PMC-s scale can be regarded as the overall effective momentum flow of the process; it
shows stability and convergence with increasing order in pQCD via the pQCD approximates. Similarly,
we can demonstrate the scheme-independence of the PMC-s prediction up to any fixed order. Moreover,
its predictions are explicitly independent of the choice of the initial renormalization scale.
After applying the PMC-s, any perturbatively calculable physical quantity can be used to define an
effective coupling. In different to the idea of FAC whose effective charge is fixed by incorporating the
entire perturbative corrections into its definition [4] 8, the PMC-s series is still of perturbative nature
up to the known perturbative order and its effective coupling is determined by using the {βi}-terms of
the process with the help of RGE. Thus, the PMC-s approach can be adopted as a valid substitution
for the PMC multi-scale approach for setting the renormalization scale, particularly when one does not
need detailed information for processes at each order.
In the following, we shall first introduce the PMC-s approach for pQCD predictions using conven-
tional coupling and the C-scheme coupling. Then we demonstrate that the PMC pQCD predictions
using the conventional coupling and the C-scheme coupling are exactly the same.
8The FAC effective coupling is fixed by comparing with the data, which reduces the predictive power of QCD theory
and cannot be applied for confirming or finding new physics beyond the SM.
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4.2.1 The PMC-s scale setting approach for conventional coupling
After applying the PMC-s approach to the pQCD series (31) or (32) for the conventional coupling, the
resulting conformal series up to nth-order level changes to
ρn(Q)|PMC−s =
n∑
i≥1
ri,0a
i
Q⋆ , (63)
where the effective PMC scale Q⋆ is determined by requiring all the renormalization group involved
non-conformal terms to vanish simultaneously; i.e.,
i+j≤n∑
i≥1,j≥1,0≤k≤j
(−1)j lnk Q
2
⋆
Q2
[
iβ(aQ⋆)a
i−1
Q⋆
]
Ckj∆
(j−1)
i (aQ⋆)rˆi+j−k,j−k = 0. (64)
Thus, similar to the PMC multi-scale approach, the single scale Q⋆ is also of perturbative nature. Its
perturbative form takes the form
ln
Q2⋆
Q2
=
n−2∑
i=0
Sia
i
Q⋆ . (65)
Solving Eq.(64) iteratively, we can obtain the coefficients Si up to any fixed-order. For example, for a
fourth-order prediction, we have
S0 = − rˆ2,1
rˆ1,0
, (66)
S1 =
2 (rˆ2,0rˆ2,1 − rˆ1,0rˆ3,1)
rˆ21,0
+
rˆ22,1 − rˆ1,0rˆ3,2
rˆ21,0
β0, (67)
S2 =
3rˆ1,0 (rˆ3,0rˆ2,1 − rˆ1,0rˆ4,1) + 4rˆ2,0 (rˆ1,0rˆ3,1 − rˆ2,0rˆ2,1)
rˆ31,0
+
3rˆ1,0rˆ2,1rˆ3,2 − rˆ21,0rˆ4,3 − 2rˆ32,1
rˆ31,0
β20
+
3
(
rˆ22,1 − rˆ1,0rˆ3,2
)
2rˆ21,0
β1 +
3rˆ1,0 (2rˆ2,1rˆ3,1 − rˆ1,0rˆ4,2) + rˆ2,0
(
2rˆ1,0rˆ3,2 − 5rˆ22,1
)
rˆ31,0
β0. (68)
Identical combinations in the scale expansion series emerge at different orders, consistent with the
degeneracy relations among different orders of ρn(Q); e.g., the coefficients of (i + 2)βia
i+1(Q) are the
same. Substituting those coefficients into Eq.(65), it is found that the scale Q⋆ has no dependence on the
choice of the initial scale µ at any fixed order. For example, by assuming the range µ ∈ [1/2Q, 2Q], the
conventional approach assigns an uncertainty of
(
+1.0%
−3.0%
)
,
(
+0.3%
−1.6%
)
or
(
+0.4%
−0.2%
)
to the two-loop, three-loop,
and four-loop approximants of Re+e−(Q = 31.6GeV) [71], respectively; as a comparison, the PMC-
s prediction for Re+e−(Q = 31.6GeV) is exactly unchanged within the same ranges of µ. Thus the
conventional renormalization scale ambiguity has been eliminated.
As indicated by Eq.(65), the scaleQ⋆ and thus the PMC-s prediction has only the first kind of residual
scale dependence, which is caused by the unknown higher-order terms; its precision will be improved
as more higher-order terms are included. As examples, we present the determined effective PMC scales
up to N2LLO level based on the four-loop prediction for observables R(Q = 31.6 GeV) and Γ(H → bb¯)
with µ = MH in Figures 14 and 15. These two figures demonstrate that the absolute scale difference
between two nearby values becomes smaller as more loop corrections are included. There are two ways
to approach the “exact” value of Q∗; i.e., one is by a monotonous approach(Figure 14) and the other is
by an oscillating approach (Figure 15). Moreover, due to the eliminating of divergent renormalon terms,
the pQCD series for the observable converges rapidly; thus any residual scale dependence to the pQCD
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Figure 14: The effective PMC scale Q⋆ for R(Q = 31.6 GeV) up to N
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The value of Q⋆ monotonously approaches its “exact” value (schematically shown by the
dotted line) when more loop-terms are included.
prediction is greatly suppressed. The magnitude of such residual scale dependence is generally much
smaller than the case of the PMC multi-scale approach, since the precision of the PMC multi-scales are
generally different due to the {βi}-terms are known at different orders. More explicitly, for a four-loop
prediction ρ4(Q), in the PMC multi-scale approach, the LO PMC scale Q1 is at the NNLL-level, the
NLO PMC scale Q2 is at the NLL-level, the NNLO PMC scale is at the LL level, respectively; while in
the PMC single-scale approach, the single effective PMC scale Q⋆ is fixed at the NNLL-level.
4.2.2 The PMC-s scale setting approach for the general C-scheme coupling
Using the relation (23) between the C-scheme coupling aˆµ and the conventional coupling aµ, the pQCD
approximant ρn(Q) can be transformed as
ρˆn(Q) =
n∑
i=1
cˆi(µ/Q) aˆ
i
µ. (69)
Here n ≥ 2; i.e., we are considering at least the NLO correction to the pQCD prediction. The coefficients
cˆi can be related to the coefficients ri,j for conventional running coupling from Eqs.(31, 59, 60, 61, 62).
We shall adopt the same notation rˆi,j = ri,j|µ=Q for our following treatment, in which the conformal
coefficient are labeled ri,0 = rˆi,0. These equations show the non-conformal part of the coefficients cˆi
have a much more complex {βi}-structure; it can be schematically written as
cˆi(µ/Q) = rˆi,0 + gi
(
µ/Q,
{
βmj
})
+ hi
(
µ/Q,
{
βlk/β
n
0
})
, (70)
where j ≥ 0, l, m, n, k ≥ 1, the functions gi and hi can be read from the known coefficients cˆi. Up to
four-loop level, the functions gi and hi are
g1 = 0,
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g2 = β0 [rˆ1,0(C + L) + rˆ2,1] ,
g3 = 2β0 [r2,0(C + L) + rˆ3,1] + β1 [rˆ1,0(C + L) + rˆ2,1] + β
2
0
[
rˆ1,0(C + L)
2 + 2rˆ2,1(C + L) + rˆ3,2
]
,
g4 = 3β0 [rˆ3,0(C + L) + rˆ4,1] + 2β1 [rˆ2,0(C + L) + rˆ3,1] + 3β2 [rˆ1,0(C + L) + rˆ2,1]
+3β20
[
rˆ2,0(C + L)
2 + 2rˆ3,1(C + L) + rˆ4,2
]
+
5
2
β1β0
[
rˆ1,0(C + L)
2 + 2rˆ2,1(C + L) + rˆ3,2
]
+β30
[
rˆ1,0(C + L)
3 + 3rˆ2,1(C + L)
2 + 3rˆ3,2(C + L) + rˆ4,3
]
,
h1 = h2 = 0,
h3 =
β2
β0
rˆ1,0 − β
2
1
β20
rˆ1,0,
h4 =
β3
2β0
rˆ1,0 +
2β2
β0
rˆ2,0 − 2β
2
1
β0
[rˆ1,0(C + L) + rˆ2,1]− β
3
1
2β30
rˆ1,0 − 2β
2
1
β20
rˆ2,0,
where L = lnµ2/Q2. Due to this complex {βi}-structure using the C-scheme coupling, it is hard to
distribute the gi and hi functions into running couplings at different orders, which is however important
for determining the correct running behavior of the coupling constant at each order. Thus to avoid this
difficulty, we will treat (gi + hi) as a whole and adopt the PMC-s scale setting approach to eliminate
those renormalization group involved {βi}-terms 9.
By using Eq.(69), we obtain
∂ρˆn
∂C
= −∂aˆµ
∂C
∂ρˆn
∂aˆµ
= −µ2∂aˆµ
∂µ2
∂ρˆn
∂aˆµ
= −βˆ(aˆµ)∂ρˆn
∂aˆµ
, (71)
9As a comparison, the non-conformal coefficients ri,j(≥1) for the pQCD series using conventional running coupling,
as shown by Eq.(31), are superposition of RGEs for the running couplings at each order; thus they can be conveniently
adopted for determining the correct PMC scale at each order.
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where we have used the fact that the scale-running and scheme-running of the C-scheme coupling aˆµ
satisfy the same βˆ-function.
Eq.(71) shows that when the non-conformal terms associated with the βˆ(aˆµ)-function have been
removed, one can achieve a scheme-independent prediction at any fixed order; i.e., βˆ(aˆµ)→ 0 indicates
∂ρˆn/∂C → 0. This conclusion agrees with that of Eq.(29) which is derived using the dimensional-like
Rδ-scheme. The present conclusion however is much more general, since the value of C is arbitrary and
could be referred to as a general renormalization scheme. In the following, we present an additional
explanation of this scheme independence.
Following the PMC-s procedures, an effective scale Q⋆ is introduced to eliminate all nonconformal
terms. The scale Q⋆ is thus determined by requiring
n∑
i=1
[
gi
(
Q⋆/Q,
{
βmj
})
+ hi
(
Q⋆/Q,
{
βlk(≥1)/β
n(≥1)
0
})]
aˆiQ⋆ = 0. (72)
This equation can be solved recursively, and similar to Eq.(65), we can express its solution as a power
series in aˆQ⋆ , i.e.,
ln
Q2⋆
Q2
=
n−2∑
i=0
Sˆiaˆ
i
Q⋆, (73)
whose first three coefficients for the fourth-order prediction are
Sˆ0 = − rˆ2,1
rˆ1,0
− C, (74)
Sˆ1 =
2 (rˆ2,0rˆ2,1 − rˆ1,0rˆ3,1)
rˆ21,0
+
rˆ22,1 − rˆ1,0rˆ3,2
rˆ21,0
β0 +
β21
β30
− β2
β20
, (75)
Sˆ2 =
3rˆ1,0 (rˆ3,0rˆ2,1 − rˆ1,0rˆ4,1) + 4rˆ2,0 (rˆ1,0rˆ3,1 − rˆ2,0rˆ2,1)
rˆ31,0
+
3rˆ1,0rˆ2,1rˆ3,2 − rˆ21,0rˆ4,3 − 2rˆ32,1
rˆ31,0
β20
+
3
(
rˆ22,1 − rˆ1,0rˆ3,2
)
2rˆ21,0
β1 +
3rˆ1,0 (2rˆ2,1rˆ3,1 − rˆ1,0rˆ4,2) + rˆ2,0
(
2rˆ1,0rˆ3,2 − 5rˆ22,1
)
rˆ31,0
β0
− β
3
1
2β40
+
β2β1
β30
− β3
2β20
. (76)
Only the first coefficient Sˆ0 depends on the scheme parameter C, and all the other higher-order coeffi-
cients Sˆi (i ≥ 1) are independent of C.
The C-scheme coupling aˆQ⋆ satisfies Eq.(12), and we obtain
1
aˆQ⋆
+
β1
β0
ln aˆQ⋆ = β0
(
ln
Q2⋆
Λ2
+ C
)
= β0
ln Q2
Λ2
− rˆ2,1
rˆ1,0
+
n−2∑
i≥1
Sˆiaˆ
i
Q⋆
 . (77)
The second equation shows that even though the effective scale Q⋆ depends on the choice of C, the
coupling aˆQ⋆ is independent of the choice of C at any fixed order. Thus, after fixing the scale Q⋆, we
achieve a C-scheme independent pQCD series
ρˆn(Q)|PMC =
n∑
i≥1
ri,0aˆ
i
Q⋆ . (78)
The conventional pQCD series ρˆn(Q) depends on the initial choice of scheme via the coefficients ri,j and
the {βi≥2}-functions. After applying the PMC-s procedures, Eq.(78) indicates the pQCD predictions
are scheme independent for any choice of the renormalization scheme.
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4.2.3 Equivalence of the pQCD predictions for conventional and C-scheme couplings
The PMC-s approach replaces the individual PMC scales of the PMC multi-scale approach by an overall
effective scale, whose precision and thus the precision of the PMC-s pQCD prediction is greatly improved
as more higher-order terms are included. The PMC-s predictions are explicitly independent of the choice
of the initial renormalization scale. Given a measurement of the running coupling at a reference scale
Q, aQ, one can determine the value of the asymptotic scale Λ for a specific scheme by using its {βi}-
functions. We then obtain the pQCD predictions independent of any choice of scheme (represented by
any choice of C). This demonstrates to any orders the scheme-independent of the PMC predictions –
Given one measurement which sets the value of the coupling at one kinematic point, the resulting PMC
predictions are independent of the choice of the renormalization scheme. The PMC-s approach can be
adopted as a valid substitution for the PMC multi-scale approach for setting the renormalization scale
for high-energy processes, particularly when one does not need detailed information at each order.
The pQCD predictions under the PMC single scale setting approach for the conventional coupling
(Eq.(63)) and the C-scheme coupling (Eq.(78)) are exactly the same. This equivalence is due to the
fact that
• By eliminating the non-conformal terms, the pQCD approximant becomes the conformal series.
As shown by Eqs.(23, 24), the C-scheme coupling aˆµ and the conventional coupling aµ are mutually
related by the RG-involved {βi}-terms. Thus, after applying the PMC-s procedures, the conformal
coefficients ri,0 at every order are identical for both cases.
• For an nth-order prediction, the effective conventional coupling aQ⋆ satisfies the RGE (2), which
can be rewritten in the following form with the help of Eq.(65), i.e.
1
aQ⋆
+
β1
β0
ln aQ⋆ = β0
ln Q2
Λ2
+
n−2∑
i≥0
Sia
i
Q⋆ −
(∫ aQ⋆
0
da
β˜(a)
)
n−2
 , (79)
where the subscript (n−2) indicates the perturbative expansion is up to an−2Q⋆ -order. On the other
hand, the effective C-scheme coupling aˆQ⋆ satisfies Eq.(77), and by using the relation(∫ aµ
0
da
β˜(a)
)
n−2
=
n−2∑
i=1
(Si − Sˆi)aiµ, (80)
it can be further written as
1
aˆQ⋆
+
β1
β0
ln aˆQ⋆ = β0
ln Q2
Λ2
+
n−2∑
i≥0
Siaˆ
i
Q⋆ −
(∫ aˆQ⋆
0
da
β˜(a)
)
n−2
 . (81)
• Eq.(79) or Eq.(81) indicate that both the effective couplings aQ⋆ and aˆQ⋆ are solutions of the
same equation, which can be solved iteratively. These two equations are alternatives to the same
RGE, whose solutions will be identical for the choice of same scale Q, indicating aQ⋆ ≡ aˆQ⋆ for
any fixed-order prediction. Thus after applying the PMC-s scale setting procedures, the resultant
pQCD series for conventional and C-scheme couplings are the same.
4.3 An example without renormalization scheme-and-scale dependence
We take the non-singlet Adler function as an explicit example to explain how the scheme-and-scale
independent predictions can be achieved by applying the PMC-s scale setting approach together with the
C-scheme coupling. For this purpose, we shall transform the pQCD series derived using the conventional
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MS-scheme into the series using the C-scheme coupling. In doing the numerical calculations below, we
adopt the world average αMSs (MZ = 91.1876 GeV) = 0.1181(11) [92] as the reference value for fixing
the running coupling, which runs down to αMSs (Mτ = 1.777 GeV) = 0.3159(95) by using the RGE.
The non-singlet Adler function is defined as [241],
Dns(Q2, µ) = −12π2Q2 d
dQ2
Πns(L, aµ), (82)
where Q is the mass scale of the observable – the kinematic value at which it is measured, µ encodes
the renormalization scale, aµ = αs(µ)/π, Π
ns(L, aµ) =
∑
i≥0Π
ns
i a
i
µ/16π
2 is the non-singlet part of the
polarization function for a flavor-singlet vector current, and L = lnµ2/Q2. The scale-running behavior
of Πns(L, aµ) is controlled by (
µ2
∂
∂µ2
+ β(aµ)
∂
∂aµ
)
Πns(L, aµ) = γ
ns(aµ), (83)
where γns(aµ) =
∑
i≥0 γ
ns
i a
i
µ/16π
2 is the anomalous dimension for the non-singlet part of the photon-
field. Then we obtain
Dns(Q2, µ) = 12π2
[
γns(aµ)− β(aµ) ∂
∂aµ
Πns(L, aµ)
]
=
3
4
γns0 + D¯
ns(Q2, µ). (84)
Using Eqs.(82, 83, 84), we observe dDns(Q2, µ)/dµ2 ≡ 0 at any fixed order. This shows that the
pQCD approximant Dns(Q2, µ) is a local RGI quantity, since it indicates the pQCD prediction to be
scale-independent at any fixed order. The introduced anomalous dimension γns(aµ) is associated with
the renormalization of the QED coupling, which not only determines the correct scale-running behavior
of Πns(L, aµ) but also ensures that D
ns(Q2, µ) satisfies the local RGI [240]. This explains why the
γns-terms, which appear in the Adler function Dns(Q2, µ), should be treated as conformal terms during
the PMC scale setting and cannot be used to set the pQCD renormalization scales for Dns(Q2, µ) –
since only those {βi}-terms which are associated with the αs-running should be adopted for PMC scale
setting.
The pQCD series of D¯ns(Q2, µ) up to nth-loop level can be written in the following form
D¯nsn (Q
2, µ) =
n∑
i=1
ri(µ/Q)a
i
µ. (85)
At present, the coefficients γnsi and Π
ns
i within the MS-scheme have been given up to four-loop level [242],
and the coefficients ri within the MS-scheme up to four-loop level can be read from Refs.[134, 243]. For
example, if setting µ = Q and nf = 3, the first four MS-coefficients are
r1 = 1, r2 = 1.6398, r3 = 6.3710, r4 = 49.0757.
The coefficients at any other choices of the renormalization scale (µ 6= Q) can be obtained via RGE.
• Predictions using conventional scale setting.
By setting Q = Mτ , we can obtain a MS-scheme prediction for D¯
ns(Q2, µ) up to four-loop level by
using conventional scale setting (Conv.), i.e.
D¯ns4 (M
2
τ , µ =Mτ )|Conv. = 0.1286± 0.0053± 0.0094, (86)
where the first error is about ±4% of the central value which is caused by the αMSs (MZ) uncertainty; i.e.,
∆αMSs (MZ) = ±0.0011 [92], and the second error is about ±7% of the central value which represents a
conservative estimate of the “unknown” high-order contribution.
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As shall be shown in Sec.5, it is important to reliably estimate the contributions of unknown higher-
order terms using information from the known pQCD series. In the literature, two naive ways have
been adopted for estimating the second error: one is to take the error as the maximum value of the last
known term of the perturbative series within reasonable choices of initial scale, and the other is to set
the error directly as the difference of the predictions caused by directly varying the initial scale within
reasonable region. The second way is not reliable, since it only partly estimates the non-conformal
contribution but not the conformal one. Thus here we have implicitly adopted the first way to do the
estimate, and for the present four-loop prediction, we take the maximum value of |r4(µ/Mτ)a4µ| with
µ ∈ [Mτ , 4Mτ ] as the estimated “unknown” high-order contribution [78]. For a comparison, we also
discuss the errors for the second way, which are obtained by varying the initial scale within the region
of [Mτ , 4Mτ ], leading to D¯
ns
4 |Conv. ∈ [0.1083, 0.1286]. It indicates that the conventional scale error is
still about 16% at the four-loop level. By taking a narrower interval, e.g. [0.61Mτ , 1.28Mτ ] [244, 245],
one can achieve a smaller scale error (∼ 13%), e.g. D¯ns4 |Conv. ∈ [0.1245, 0.1408]. Thus, a five-loop or
even higher loop calculation is needed to suppress the scale uncertainty using the conventional scale
setting approach. At present, the unknown fifth-order coefficient has been roughly estimated by several
groups, e.g. r5 ≃ 283 [246] or r5 ≃ 275 [133]. If using r5 ≃ 283, Eq.(86) changes to
D¯ns5 (M
2
τ , µ =Mτ )|Conv. = 0.1315± 0.0057± 0.0065, (87)
where the second error is reduced to ±5%, and the conventional renormalization scale uncertainty is
largely reduced to 6%.
In addition to the renormalization scale dependence, the predictions using conventional scale setting
is also scheme dependent at any fixed order. As an explanation, we adopt the C-scheme coupling to
illustrate this scheme dependence. By using the relation (23), we rewrite D¯nsn (Q
2, µ) in terms of the
C-scheme coupling aˆµ as
D¯nsn (Q
2, C) =
n∑
i=1
cˆi(µ/Q)aˆ
i
µ, (88)
where the coefficients cˆi(µ/Q) can be derived by using Eqs.(59, 60, 61, 62). For example, if setting
µ = Q and nf = 3, the C-dependent coefficients cˆi in terms of ri up to five-loop level are
cˆ1(Q/Q) = 1,
cˆ2(Q/Q) = 1.6398 + 2.25C,
cˆ3(Q/Q) = 7.6816 + 11.3792C + 5.0625C
2,
cˆ4(Q/Q) = 61.0597 + 72.0804C + 47.4048C
2 + 11.3906C3,
cˆ5(Q/Q) = r5 + 65.4774 + 677.68C + 408.637C
2 + 162.464C3 + 25.6289C4.
The coefficients at any other choices of the renormalization scale (µ 6= Q) can be obtained via RGE.
These coefficients at NLO and higher orders explicitly depend on C.
The parameter C characterizes the scheme-dependence of the pQCD prediction. A graphical rep-
resentation of the four-loop prediction on D¯ns(M2τ , C) as a function of the parameters C and µ is
presented in Figure 16, where we have chosen C ∈ [−2,+2] and µ ∈ [Mτ , 4Mτ ]. The relation between
the C-scheme coupling aˆMτ and the MS-scheme coupling aMτ ceases to be perturbative and breaks down
below C ∼ −2. Thus we adopt C ≥ −2 in our discussions. In Figure 16, the shaded band shows the
scheme-and-scale dependence of D¯ns4 (M
2
τ , C), which still shows a large error at the four-loop prediction.
Using an appropriate choice of C, the pQCD prediction using C-scheme coupling aˆµ are equivalent to
predictions using some of the familiar schemes; e.g. the dashed line in Figure 16 is for the MS-scheme
and the solid line is for the MS-scheme. To ensure equivalence, the value of C should be changed for
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Figure 16: The four-loop prediction of the non-singlet Adler function D¯ns4 (M
2
τ , C) using
conventional scale setting as a function of parameters C and µ [78], which is shown by
a shaded band. Here the dashed line is for the MS-scheme, and the solid line is for the
MS-scheme.
different scales. For example, by taking C = −0.188 one obtains the conventional MS prediction for
µ = Mτ , which changes to C = −0.004 for µ = 4Mτ .
The scheme-dependence is unavoidable for the conventional scale-setting approach. If one requires
the estimated “unknown” high-order contribution, |cˆn(µ/Mτ )aˆnµ|MAX, to be at its minimum, we can
obtain an “optimal” C-scheme for D¯nsn (Q
2, C). For example, the “optimal” C-value for a four-loop
prediction with n = 4 is, COpt. = −0.972, leading to
D¯ns4 (M
2
τ , COpt. = −0.972)|Conv. = 0.1365± 0.0069± 0.0083, (89)
where the central value is for µ = Mτ , the first error is for ∆α
MS
s (MZ) = ±0.0011, and the second error
is an estimate of the “unknown” high-order contribution. As for a five-loop prediction with n = 5, if
using the approximation r5 ≃ 283, the “optimal” C-value changes to −1.129, and we obtain
D¯ns5 (M
2
τ , COpt. = −1.129)|Conv. = 0.1338± 0.0062± 0.0054. (90)
• Predictions using PMC scale setting.
In distinct to the strong scheme dependence using conventional scale setting, which will be shown
by Figures 18 and 19, scheme and scale independent predictions can be achieved at any fixed order after
applying PMC-s scale setting approach.
To apply PMC scale setting, we need to distribute the perturbative coefficients ri into conformal
(ri,0) and non-conformal (ri,j(6=0)) coefficients. This can be done by using the β-pattern determined by
recursively using the RGE. The general β-pattern for each perturbative order up to four-loop level is
shown by Eq.(31). Up to four-loop level, the known coefficients for conventional coupling are [49]
ri(≥1),0 =
3
4
γnsi , ri(≥2),1 =
3
4
Πnsi−1, ri(≥3),2 = 0, ri(≥4),3 = 0. (91)
Following the standard PMC single-scale approach, by resumming all the RG-involved non-conformal
{βi}-terms into the running coupling, we obtain the PMC prediction for D¯nsn , i.e.
D¯nsn (Q
2, C)|PMC =
n∑
i=1
ri,0aˆ
i
Q⋆ =
3
4
n∑
i=1
γnsi aˆ
i
Q⋆. (92)
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Using the known four-loop pQCD prediction D¯ns4 , the PMC scale Q⋆ can be determined up to next-to-
next-to-leading log (N2LL) level, i.e.
ln
Q2⋆
Q2
= (0.2249− C)− 3.1382aˆQ⋆ − 13.3954aˆ2Q⋆ +O(aˆ3Q⋆), (93)
where the value of the C-scheme coupling aˆQ⋆ can be determined by using Eq.(77).
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Figure 17: The effective PMC scale Q
(n−1)
⋆ as a function of parameter C for the non-singlet
Adler function D¯nsn (M
2
τ , C) [78], where n indicates a nth-loop prediction and the PMC scale
is at the N(n−1)LL level.
Eq.(93) shows that the PMC scale Q⋆ is independent of the choice of the initial scale, being consistent
with the observation of Eq.(65); it is, however scheme-dependent, since it depends on the parameter
C. The PMC scale Q⋆ is of perturbative nature: when more loop terms are included, it becomes more
accurate. We present Q⋆ as a function of C in Figure 17, in which Q
(1,2,3)
⋆ are at the LL, NLL and N2LL
level, respectively.
Figure 17 shows that the scales Q
(1,2,3)
⋆ decrease with the increment of the parameter C, and the
magnitudes of these scales satisfy Q
(1)
⋆ > Q
(2)
⋆ > Q
(3)
⋆ for C ∈ [−2,+2]. By taking Q = Mτ , we obtain
aˆQ⋆ ≡ 0.1056(41) for any choice of C, where the error is for ∆αMSs (MZ) = ±0.0011. This result also
confirms the observation of Eq.(77) that the C-scheme coupling at the scale Q⋆ is independent of the
choice of C. We then obtain the scheme-independent PMC prediction on D¯ns4 ,
D¯ns4 (M
2
τ , C)|PMC = 0.1345± 0.0066± 0.0008, (94)
where the first error is for ∆αMSs (MZ) = ±0.0011, and the second error is an estimate of the “unknown”
high-order contribution, which equals to ±
∣∣∣3
4
γns4 aˆ
4
Q⋆
∣∣∣, since the PMC prediction is independent of the
choice of initial scale µ.
• Comparison of predictions using conventional and PMC scale settings.
For definiteness, we set the initial scale µ asMτ to compare the scheme dependence of the non-singlet
Adler function D¯nsn (M
2
τ , C) before and after applying PMC scale setting.
We present various predictions for the four-loop prediction D¯ns4 (M
2
τ , C) in Figure 18. The dash-dot
line stands for the prediction using conventional scale setting, which shows a rather large scheme-
dependence of D¯ns4 (M
2
τ , C)|Conv.. The darker-shaded band stands for the conventional uncertainty for a
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Figure 18: The non-singlet Adler function D¯ns(M2τ , C) as a function of the parameter C [78].
The dash-dot line is the prediction using conventional scale setting; the darker-shaded band
is the uncertainty for the four-loop prediction ∆ = ±|cˆ4(µ/Mτ )aˆ4µ|MAX, where MAX is the
maximum value for µ ∈ [Mτ , 4Mτ ]. When C = −0.972, the error bar as shown by a vertical
solid line is at its minimum. The dash line represents the four-loop PMC prediction, and
the lighter-shaded band is for ∆ = ±|rˆ4,0aˆ4Q⋆|. The independence of the PMC prediction on
the parameter C demonstrates its scheme-independence.
four-loop prediction ∆ = ±|cˆ4(µ/Mτ )aˆ4µ|MAX, where MAX is the maximum value for µ ∈ [Mτ , 4Mτ ]. For
small C values, the error band is large; for larger C values, the error band becomes slightly larger. When
C = −0.972, the error bar is the minimum, corresponding to the optimal scheme using the conventional
scale setting approach. The dash line represents the four-loop PMC prediction D¯ns4 (M
2
τ , C)|PMC, whose
flatness indicates the scheme-independence of the PMC prediction. The lighter-shaded band is for
∆ = ±|rˆ4,0aˆ4Q⋆|, which is much narrower than the conventional error band due to a much faster pQCD
convergence of the PMC conformal series and the elimination of scale dependence.
Table 9: The value of each loop-term, LO, NLO, N2LO, or N3LO, for the four-loop prediction D¯ns4
using conventional (Conv.) and PMC scale settings [78], respectively. µ = Q = Mτ . The results for
the MS-scheme, the optimal C-scheme with C = −0.972, and the C-scheme with C = −0.783 [76] are
presented accordingly. The PMC prediction is unchanged for any choice of C-scheme. κi represents the
relative importance among different orders.
LO NLO N2LO N3LO Total κ1 κ2 κ3 κ4
Conv., MS-scheme 0.1006 0.0166 0.0064 0.0050 0.1286 78% 13% 5% 4%
Conv., C = −0.783 0.1254 −0.0019 0.0037 0.0070 0.1342 93% −1% 3% 5%
Conv., optimal C-scheme 0.1347 −0.0099 0.0034 0.0083 0.1365 99% −7% 2% 6%
PMC, any C-scheme 0.1056 0.0240 0.0041 0.0008 0.1345 79% 18% 3% < 1%
Next, we discuss how the pQCD series varies according to the change of C-scheme before and after
PMC scale setting. We present the value of each loop-term, LO, NLO, N2LO, or N3LO, for the four-loop
prediction D¯ns4 using conventional (Conv.) and PMC scale settings in Table 9. Here the parameter κi
stands for the ratio of the ith-order term over the total contributions to D¯
ns
4 , e.g. κi = D¯
ns,i
4 /
4∑
i=1
D¯ns,i4 ,
where i = 1 indicates the LO-order term, i = 2 indicates the NLO-order term, and etc.. The pQCD
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convergence for the conventional MS-scheme is moderate. The pQCD convergence for the optimal C-
scheme (C = −0.972) does not suffer from the usual αs-suppression, the relative size of the related
high-loop terms show, |D¯ns,LO4 | ≫ |D¯ns,NLO4 | ∼ |D¯ns,N
2LO
4 | ∼ |D¯ns,N
3LO
4 |. On the other hand, by applying
the PMC, a much better pQCD convergence is naturally achieved due to the elimination of the divergent
renormalon-like terms.
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Figure 19: The non-singlet Adler function D¯ns(M2τ , C) as a function of the parameter C [78].
The dash-dot line is the prediction using conventional scale setting; the darker-shaded band
is the uncertainty for an approximate five-loop prediction ∆ = ±|cˆ5(µ/Mτ)aˆ5µ|MAX, where
MAX is the maximum value for µ ∈ [Mτ , 4Mτ ]. When C = −1.129, the error bar as shown by
a vertical solid line is the minimum. The dash line represents the four-loop PMC prediction,
and lighter-shaded band is for ∆ = ±|rˆ4,0aˆ4Q⋆| . The independence of the PMC prediction
on the parameter C demonstrates its scheme-independence.
By using the approximate five-loop term r5 ≃ 283, we give the results for the five-loop prediction
D¯ns5 (M
2
τ , C) in Figure 19. Figure 19 shows that a smaller error bar for D¯
ns
5 (M
2
τ , C)|Conv. is achieved
with a five-loop term, which first increases and then decreases with the increment of C, and the optimal
C-value is slightly shifted to C = −1.129. The flat dash line in Figure 18 also shows that the scheme
dependence can be eliminated by applying the PMC. Due to the much faster pQCD convergence after
applying PMC scale setting, the PMC prediction indicates that unknown high-order contributions could
be quite small in comparison to the four-loop prediction.
An approximate method to determine the optimal C-scheme is suggested in Ref.[76] by fixing the
renormalization scale µ = Q and requiring the magnitude of the last known-term cˆn(Q/Q)aˆ
n
Q to be
at its minimum. Using this suggestion, the uncertainty is assumed to be given by the magnitude of
cˆn(Q/Q)aˆ
n
Q, and if specifically cˆn(Q/Q)aˆ
n
Q equals to zero for an optimal C, one sets the one-order lower
term cˆn−1(Q/Q)aˆ
n−1
Q as the uncertainty. Figure 20 shows D¯
ns
5 (M
2
τ , C) as a function of C for µ = Q =Mτ
by using the approximate five-loop term r5 ≃ 283; its predicted optimal C is −0.783, which leads to
|cˆ5(Mτ/Mτ )aˆ5Mτ | = 0 and D¯ns5 (M2τ , C = −0.783)|Conv. = 0.1342± 0.0063± 0.0070, where the first error
is for ∆αMSs (MZ) = ±0.0011 and the second error is equals to ±|cˆ4(Mτ/Mτ )aˆ4Mτ |.
4.4 Another way to a achieve scheme-and-scale independent predictions
It has been suggested in the literature that one can achieve the optimal scheme and scale of the pQCD
approximate at any fixed order by directly requiring it to be independent of the “unphysical” theoretical
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Figure 20: The non-singlet Adler function D¯ns(M2τ , C) as a function of C using conventional
scale setting [78], which agrees with that of Ref.[76]. µ = Q = Mτ . The solid line is the
approximate five-loop prediction with r5 ≃ 283 using conventional scale setting; the lighter-
shaded band is its uncertainty ∆ = ±cˆ5(Mτ/Mτ )aˆ5Mτ . The optimal scheme corresponds to
C = −0.783, which leads to a vanishing cˆ5(Mτ/Mτ )aˆ5Mτ , and ±|cˆ4(Mτ/Mτ )aˆ4Mτ | is taken
as its uncertainty. As a comparison, the dash-dot line represents the scheme-independent
four-loop PMC prediction, whose darker-shaded band is for ∆ = ±|rˆ4,0aˆ4Q⋆|.
conventions such as the renormalization scheme and renormalization scale. This is the key idea of the
PMS scale-setting approach [5, 6, 7, 8]. The PMS suggests that all the scheme-and-scale dependence of
a fixed-order prediction can be treated as a negligible higher-order effect, and for the pQCD prediction,
ρn =
∑n
i=0 ri(µ)a
i+1
µ , we have
∂ρn/∂(RS) = O(an+2µ ) ∼ 0, (95)
where RS stands for the scheme or scale parameters 10. Equivalently, this indicates that the fixed-order
approximant ρn should satisfy the local RG invariance [239, 240]
∂ρn
∂τ
= 0, (96)
∂ρn
∂βm
= 0, (2 ≤ m ≤ n) (97)
where τ = ln(µ2/Λ˜2QCD) with the asymptotic QCD scale Λ˜QCD = (β1/β
2
0)
−β1/2β20 ΛQCD.
The integration constants of those differential equations are scheme-and-scale independent RG in-
variants. For example, up to N3LO level, there are three RG invariants
̺1 = β0τ − C1, (98)
̺2 = C2 − C21 −
β1C1
β0
+
β2
β0
, (99)
10Thus the accuracy of PMS prediction depends heavily on the perturbative convergence of the known pQCD series. It
also explains why the NLO PMS predictions are generally unreliable, as is the case of the three-jet production fractions
in e+e− annihilation [33, 34].
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̺3 = 2C3 + C
2
1β1
β0
− 2C1β2
β0
+
β3
β0
+ 4C31 − 6C1C2, (100)
where Ci = ri/r0. Those RG invariants are helpful for transforming the pQCD approximant ρn using
the R-scheme to the one using any other scheme (labeled as the S-scheme) [238]. More explicitly, this
transformation can be achieved by applying the following two transformations simultaneously,
aRs → aSs and rRi → rSi . (101)
The coupling constant aSs can be derived from a
R
s by using the extended RGEs, and the scheme-
dependent βSi≥2-terms which determine a
S
s scale running behavior can be achieved by using the relation,
βS(aSs ) =
(
∂aSs /∂a
R
s
)
βR(aRs ). (102)
The perturbative coefficients rSi can be obtained from the coefficients r
R
i by using the renormalization
group invariants ̺i, e.g. up to N
3LO level, we have
rS1 = r
R
1 , (103)
rS2 = r
R
2 +
1
β0
(βR2 − βS2 ), (104)
rS3 = r
R
3 +
2
β0
rR1 (β
R
2 − βS2 ) + 2(βR3 − βS3 ). (105)
In combination with the known renormalization group invariants ̺i, the local RGEs (96, 97), and the
solution of the RGE (2) up to the same order of the pQCD approximant, one can derive all of the
required optimal parameters for PMS scale-setting. In practice, to apply the PMS to higher-orders,
one can use the “spiraling” numerical method [247, 248]. This completes the description of the PMS
calculation technology. The PMS predictions are independent to the initial choice of scale [239]. In the
following, we take Re+e−(Q) and Rτ (Mτ ) to show that the scheme dependence of a pQCD approximant
can also be eliminated by using the PMS.
The R-ratio is the characteristic parameter for the annihilation of an electron and positron into
hadrons, which is defined as
Re+e−(Q) =
σ (e+e− → hadrons)
σ (e+e− → µ+µ−) = 3
∑
q
e2q [1 +R(Q)] , (106)
where Q =
√
S stands for the e+e− collision energy at which the R-ratio is measured. The pQCD
approximant of R(Q) up to NnLO level under the MS-scheme reads
Rn(Q, µ) =
n∑
i=0
CMSi (Q, µ)(aMSµ )i+1, (107)
where µ stands for an arbitrary initial renormalization scale. If setting µ = Q, the coefficients CMSi (Q,Q)
up to fourth order can be obtain from Ref.[135]. For any other choice of µ, we will use the RGE to
obtain the coefficients from CMSi (Q,Q).
The ratio Rτ (Mτ ) for the τ decays into hadrons is defined as
Rτ (Mτ ) =
Γ(τ → ντ + hadrons)
Γ(τ → ντ + e−ν¯e) = 3(|Vud|
2 + |Vus|2) [1 + rτ (Mτ )] , (108)
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Figure 21: Comparison of the combined {β2, β3}-dependence for the N3LO prediction on the
ratio R3 using the conventional (Conv.) scale setting and PMS [238], respectively. Q=31.6
GeV.
where the τ -lepton mass Mτ = 1.777 GeV [92] and the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements
Vud and Vus satisfy the approximation, 3(|Vud|2 + |Vus|2) ≈ 3. The pQCD approximant of rτ (Mτ ) up to
NnLO level using the MS-scheme reads
rτn(Mτ , µ) =
n∑
i=0
C ′MSi (Mτ , µ)(aMSµ )i+1. (109)
The perturbative coefficients up to fourth order at any scale µ can be derived from the ones given in
Ref.[133].
Different values of {βi}-functions characterize different renormalization schemes. Figures 21 and
22 show the combined {β2, β3}-dependence for the N3LO prediction R3 and rτ3 . In these two figures,
for the case of R3, the β2 and β3 terms change simultaneously within the region of [−50βMS2 ,+50βMS2 ]
and [−50βMS3 ,+50βMS3 ]; and for the case of rτ3 , since the magnitude of the conventional scheme de-
pendence is large, we adopt a smaller region, βm ∈ [−5βMSm ,+5βMSm ]. The flat planes confirm the
scheme-independence of the PMS predictions over the changes of {β2, β3}. Thus by using the scheme
equations (97), one can not only achieve the most stable pQCD prediction around the optimal point
(determined by the optimal scheme and the optimal scale), but also achieve the scheme-independent
prediction for different choices of the initial renormalization scheme.
The PMS is a mathematical treatment with the purpose of finding the optimal renormalization
scheme and renormalization scale for a pQCD fixed-order series. As shown above, by applying the
PMS, one can achieve scheme-and-scale independent predictions with the help of renormalization group
invariants such as those of Eqs.(98, 99, 100). And in certain cases when the pQCD series has good
convergence and is known up to NNLO level or even higher orders, the PMS could be treated as a
practical approach to soften the renormalization scheme and scale ambiguities for high-order pQCD
predictions, especially for the global quantities such as total cross-section and total decay width [239].
However, we should use PMS with care: In distinction to the PMC, which agrees with the standard
RGI, the PMS treats the fixed-order pQCD prediction as the exact prediction of the physical observable,
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Figure 22: Comparison of the combined {β2, β3}-dependence for the N3LO prediction on the
ratio rτ3 under the conventional (Conv.) scale setting and PMS [238], respectively.
satisfying the local RGI [240]; It breaks the standard RGI, and it does not satisfy the self-consistency
conditions of the renormalization group, such as reflectivity, symmetry and transitivity [62].
5 Extending the Predictive Power of Perturbative QCD
Due to the asymptotic freedom of the QCD theory, the QCD running coupling becomes numerically
small at short distances, allowing perturbative calculations of physical observables at large momentum
transfer. The complexity of the perturbative calculation greatly increases with the increment of the
loop terms, and the pQCD prediction is only known to a fixed order. Thus the predictive power
of pQCD depends on two important issues: how to eliminate the renormalization scheme-and-scale
ambiguities at fixed order, and how to reliably estimate the contributions of unknown higher-order
terms using information from the known pQCD series. At present, there is still no reliable way to
estimate the unknown terms. The conventional treatment of guessing the “typical momentum flow”
as the renormalization scale not only introduces the renormalization scheme-and-scale ambiguities but
also leads to a misleading pQCD prediction, especially if the conformal terms in the higher-order series
are more important than the β-dependent terms. The error estimate obtained by varying the scale
within an “ad hoc” range can only obtain information from the β-dependent terms, but not from the
conformal terms at higher-orders. One may hope to achieve a scheme-and-scale independent prediction
by systematically computing higher-order enough QCD corrections; however, this hope is in direct
conflict with the presence of the divergent n!αnsβ
n
0 renormalon series.
The Pade´ approximation (PA) approach provides a practical procedure for promoting a finite Taylor
series to an analytic function [82, 83, 84]. In particular, the PA approach could be used to estimate
the (n+1)th-order coefficient by incorporating all known coefficients up to order n. Some applications,
together with alternatives to the original PA approach, have been discussed in the literature [85, 86,
87, 88, 89, 90, 91]. Due to the large cancelation among the coefficients at different orders, one may
achieve some useful bounds on the unknown higher-order terms. In this section we will introduce a
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way of using the PA approach to achieve reliable predictions for the unknown higher-order terms for a
pQCD series with the help of the renormalon-free conformal series determined by the PMC. The PA
approach together with the usual pQCD series will also be given as a comparison.
5.1 Pade´ Resummation
Generally, a perturbative series of a pQCD approximant ρn up to nth-order level can be written as
ρn =
n∑
i=1
ria
p+i−1, (110)
where a = αs/π and the index p(≥ 1) indicates the αs-order of the LO contribution. Assuming the idea
of PA approach, the above perturbative series can be rewritten as a fractional [N/M ]-type form
ρ[N/M ]n = a
p × b0 + b1a + · · ·+ bNa
N
1 + c1a + · · ·+ cMaM , (111)
where M ≥ 1 and N +M + 1 = n. The coefficients bj∈[0,N ] and ck∈[1,M ] can be fixed by requiring the
coefficients Ci∈[1,n] defined in the following expansion series
ρ[N/M ]n =
n∑
i=1
Cia
p+i−1 + Cn+1 a
p+n + · · · (112)
to be the same as those of ri∈[1,n], e.g. Ci = ri for i ≤ n. Then, if the coefficients ri∈[1,n] have been
calculated, e.g. ρn is known at the N
nLO-order level, the fractional form (111) can be used to predict
at least the next order higher term Cn+1 a
p+n. Sometimes, the full PA expression (111) has also been
adopted as an estimation of the whole perturbative series. The effectiveness of such all-orders PA
prediction depends heavily on the pQCD convergence of the perturbative series, e.g. the precision of
the known terms. So we usually use PA approach to predict only one higher order coefficient Cn+1. For
example, if [N/M ] = [n− 2/1], we have
Cn+1 =
C2n
Cn−1
; (113)
if [N/M ] = [n− 3/2], we have
Cn+1 =
−C3n−1 + 2Cn−2Cn−1Cn − Cn−3C2n
C2n−2 − Cn−3Cn−1
; (114)
if [N/M ] = [n− 4/3], we have
Cn+1 = {C4n−2 − (3Cn−3Cn−1 + 2Cn−4Cn)C2n−2 + 2[Cn−4C2n−1 + (C2n−3 + Cn−5Cn−1)Cn]Cn−2
−Cn−5C3n−1 + C2n−3C2n−1 + C2n−4C2n − Cn−3Cn(2Cn−4Cn−1 + Cn−5Cn)}
/{C3n−3 − (2Cn−4Cn−2 + Cn−5Cn−1)Cn−3 + Cn−5C2n−2 + C2n−4Cn−1}; etc. (115)
In each case, Ci<1 ≡ 0. We need to know at least two Ci in order to predict the unknown higher-
order coefficients; thus the PA approach is applicable when we have calculated at least the NLO terms
(n = p + 1). In practice, the optimal [N/M ]-type changes with the convergence and the precision of
the perturbative series.
As shall be shown below, for the conventional pQCD series, which suffers from the renormalon
divergence and whose coefficients are highly scale-dependent, its optimal type is diagonal; and for the
PMC conformal series, which is free of renormalon divergence and whose conformal coefficients are
generally scale-independent, its optimal choice is [0/n− 1]. The PA approach is applicable to the PMC
conformal series, and we shall show that it is applicable even for lower-order predictions.
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5.2 Estimating unknown high-order terms using conventional scale-dependent
pQCD series
It has been suggested that the diagonal Pade´ approximation (dPA) is optimal for conventional pQCD
series, e.g. [N/N + 1]-type for N ≥ M or [M − 1/M ]-type for N < M − 1, is optimal choice [86, 249].
In Ref.[86] such a conclusion has been drawn by using one-loop RGE for αs-running, which has lately
been improved by using the general RGE [249]. In this subsection, we adopt the formalism given by
Ref.[86] to show the relation between the PA series and the conventional pQCD series, and then show
why the dPA is preferable for the conventional pQCD series.
Ref.[86] suggests a criterion for the optimal PA-type is that the PA transformation and the scale
transformation should be commutative. The criterion states that by using a pQCD approximant S(x) as
a starting point, one may first do the PA transformation to P (x), and then do the scale transformation
to P ∗(y), or first do the scale transformation to S(y) and then do the PA transformation to P (y); then
the preferable PA-type should ensure that P ∗(y) = P (y). Here x = αs(µ1)/π and y = αs(µ2)/π. More
explicitly, for a pQCD approximant S(x) of given order n + 1, we have
S(x) = x(1 + r1x+ r2x
2 + · · ·+ rnxn). (116)
The scale-displacement relation (1) can be written as
x = y + β0δy
2 +
(
β20δ
2 + β1δ
)
y3 +
(
β30δ
3 +
5
2
β1β0δ
2 + β2δ
)
y4 + · · · , (117)
where x = αs(µ1)/π, y = αs(µ2)/π, and δ = ln(µ
2
2/µ
2
1). Keeping only the β0-series, it reduces to [86]
x = y(1 + β0δy + β
2
0δ
2y2 + β30δ
3y3 + · · ·) = y
1− β0δy , (118)
where the second equation is the result for an all-orders summation 11.
Substituting the scale transformation (118) into Eq.(116), we can transform S(x) to S(y), i.e.
S(y) = y(1 + (r1 + β0δ)y + (r2 + β
2
0δ
2 + 2β0δr1)y
2 + (r3 + β
3
0δ
3 + 3β20δ
2r1 + 3β0δr2)y
3) + · · · (119)
The [N/M ]-type PA P (x) for S(x) is
P (x) = x
1 + a1x+ · · ·+ aNxN
1 + b1x+ · · ·+ bMxM , (120)
where the coefficients ai and bi can be determined following the same matching method described in
Sec.5.1. Following the same procedure, we can obtain the [N/M ]-type PA P (y) for S(y). The [N/M ]-
type PA P ∗(y) can be achieved by applying the scale transformation (118) for P (x).
It is found that the diagonal type PA, such as [0/1],[1/2],[2/3],[3/4] and etc., leads to P ∗(y) = P (y).
For example, for a perturbative series with n = 3, we have
S(x) = x(1 + r1x+ r2x
2 + r3x
3). (121)
The diagonal [1/2]-type PA indicates
P (x) = x
[
r21 − r2 + (r31 − 2r2r1 + r3)x
r21 − r2 + (r3 − r1r2)x+ (r22 − r1r3)x2
]
. (122)
11It should be noted that the treatment of neglecting all βi≥1-terms is different from the large β0 approximation, in
which the βi-terms are kept by assuming βi ≃ βi+10 [18, 19]. In this case, the conclusion that the dPA is preferable for
conventional pQCD series is still unchanged [249].
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Applying the scale transformation x = y
1−β0δy
to P (x), we obtain
P ∗(y) = y
[
r21 − r2 + (r31 − 2r2r1 + r3 − β0r21δ + β0r2δ)y
r21 − r2 + (r3 − r1r2 − 2β0r21δ + 2β0r2δ)y + z1
]
, (123)
where z1 = (r
2
2 − r1r3 − β20r2δ2 + β20r21δ2 + β0r1r2δ − β0r3δ)y2. Using S(y) up to y4-order level, we can
obtain the diagonal [1/2]-type PA P (y), i.e.
P (y) = y
[
r21 − r2 + (r31 − 2r2r1 + r3 − β0r21δ + β0r2δ)y
r21 − r2 + (r3 − r1r2 − 2β0r21δ + 2β0r2δ)y + z1
]
. (124)
Comparing with those two equations, we obtain P ∗(y) = P (y).
For the allowable non-diagonal PA types, [2/1] and [0/3], we have P ∗(y) 6= P (y). More explicitly,
the P (y) and P ∗(y) for the [2/1]-type PA are
P (y) = y
[
r2 + 2β0δr1 + β
2
0δ
2 + (r1r2 − r3 + 2β0δr21 − 2β0δr2)y + z2
r2 + 2β0δr1 + β20δ
2 − (r3 + 3β0δr2 + 3β20δ2r1 + β30δ3)y
]
, (125)
P ∗(y) = y
[
r2 + (r1r2 − r3 − 2β0δr2)y + (r22 − r1r3 − β0δr1r2 + β0δr3 + β20δ2r2)y2
r2 − (3β0δr2 + r3)y + (2β0δr3 + 3β20δ2r2)y2 − (β20δ2r3 + β30δ3r2)y3
]
, (126)
where z2 = (r
2
2 − r1r3 + β0δr1r2 − β0δr3 + β20δ2r21 − β20δ2r2)y2. The P (y) and P ∗(y) for the [0/3]-type
PA are
P (y) = y
[
1
1− (r1 + β0δ)y + (r21 − r2)y2 + (2r1r2 − r31 − r3 + β0δr21 − β0δr2)y3
]
, (127)
P ∗(y) = y
[
1− 2β0δy + β20δ2y2
1− (r1 + 3β0δ)y + (r21 − r2 + 2β0δr1 + 3β20δ2)y2 + z3
]
, (128)
where z3 = (2r1r2 − r31 − r3 − β0δr21 + β0δr2 − β20δ2r1 − β30δ3)y3.
Because of the above transformation invariance, P (y) = P ∗(y), it is suggested that the diagonal
PA type is the preferable one for conventional pQCD series for estimating the unknown high-order
contributions. As a byproduct, it has been found that such diagonal PA series leads to scale-independent
predictions [86]. This is reasonable, since it only resums one type of diagrams which involve the bubble-
dressed gluon propagator [85], and thus is consistent with the BLM scale-setting approach.
As suggested in Ref. [85], the higher-order pQCD diagrams can be studied by first decomposing
them in a skeleton expansion, in which each term contains different chains of vacuum polarization
bubbles inserted in virtual-gluon propagators. The QCD running coupling is singular in the large-β0
limit, and the integration over the gluon momentum yields the general renormalon singularities. By
using the large-β0 approximation, the leading-order BLM procedure equals to [0/1]-type PA series [86].
Recently, using Pade´ approximant and its variant, the authors suggest a way to provide a large number
of perturbative coefficients which are uncalculated so far [91]. However these predictions are based on
the conventional divergent renormalon series, which is scale-dependent and scheme-dependent.
The precision of the PA approach depends heavily on the accuracy of the known perturbative
coefficients. If due to large cancelations among the coefficients at different orders, the scale-dependence
of the PA series could be greatly suppressed, one may then achieve some useful bounds on the unknown
higher-order terms. However the scale uncertainty for each perturbative coefficient cannot be eliminated
by computing higher order terms; the cancelation of the scale dependence for a higher-order pQCD
approximant can be accidental. In fact, if there is large scale uncertainty for the pQCD approximant, it
is unclear whether it is the nature of the pQCD series or it is due to wrong choice of scale. Basing on the
largely uncertain (scale-dependent) coefficients, one also cannot draw definite conclusion whether the
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predicted unknown terms are reliable or not. Moreover, the large scale uncertainty for each coefficient
may lead to a serious mathematical problem for the PA fractional expression; e.g., its denominator
tends to zero for certain choice of scale, leading to unreasonable large prediction. Thus even though the
PA approach provides a practical way to estimate unknown high-order terms, its defaults constraint
the applicability of PA approach itself.
5.3 Estimating unknown high-order terms using the renormalon-free con-
formal pQCD series
In this subsection, we extend the applicability of the PA approach by using the scale-independent
conformal series; this will provide a more reliable prediction for the magnitude of uncalculated terms.
QCD theory is non-conformal due to the emergence of the RG-involved β-terms in perturbative
series. Eq.(29) and Eq.(71) shows that when all of β-terms are eliminated by applying the PMC;
the resultant conformal pQCD series will be scale-independent and scheme-independent. Furthermore,
because the divergent renormalon series does not appear in the PMC conformal series, one can thus
improve the PA resummation procedures to predict higher-order terms and increase the precision and
reliability of pQCD predictions [250].
As is the case of Eq.(31), we rewrite the perturbative series (110) of the pQCD approximant ρn as
ρn(Q)|Conv. = r1,0apµ + [r2,0 + pβ0r2,1] ap+1µ + [r3,0 + pβ1r2,1 + (p+ 1)β0r3,1 +
p(p+ 1)
2
β20r3,2]a
p+2
µ + [r4,0 + pβ2r2,1 + (p+ 1)β1r3,1 +
p(3 + 2p)
2
β1β0r3,2
+(p+ 2)β0r4,1 +
(p+ 1)(p+ 2)
2
β20r4,2 +
p(p+ 1)(p+ 2)
3!
β30r4,3]a
p+3
µ + · · · . (129)
Following the standard PMC-s procedure, we obtain
ρn(Q)|PMC =
n∑
i=1
ri,0a
p+i−1
Q∗ , (130)
where Q∗ is the determined single PMC scale, whose analytical form is similar to Eqs.(65, 66, 67, 68).
In the following, we shall apply the PMC conformal series (130) to three physical observables Re+e−,
Rτ and ΓH→bb¯ which are known up to four-loop level and show how the “unknown” terms predicted by
the PA approach varies when one inputs more-and-more known higher-order terms.
The ratio Re+e− is defined as
Re+e−(Q) =
σ (e+e− → hadrons)
σ (e+e− → µ+µ−) = 3
∑
q
e2q [1 +R(Q)] , (131)
where Q =
√
s is the e+e− collision energy, and we take Q = 31.6 GeV [251] as an example where
it is well measured. The pQCD approximant of R(Q) is, Rn(Q) =
∑n
i=1 ri(µ/Q)a
i
µ. The perturbative
coefficients ri at µ = Q have been calculated using the MS-scheme, whose analytical form can be found
in Refs. [133, 134, 135, 242].
The ratio Rτ is defined as
Rτ (Mτ ) =
σ(τ → ντ + hadrons)
σ(τ → ντ + ν¯e + e−) = 3
∑ |Vff ′ |2 (1 + R˜(Mτ )) , (132)
where Vff ′ are the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements,
∑ |Vff ′ |2 = (|Vud|2 + |Vus|2) ≈ 1 and
Mτ = 1.777 GeV. The pQCD approximant of R˜(Mτ ) is, R˜n(Mτ ) =
∑n
i=1 ri(µr/Mτ )a
i
µ; the coefficients
can be obtained by using the relation between Rτ (Mτ ) and R(
√
s) [252].
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The decay width ΓH→bb¯ is defined as
Γ(H → bb¯) = 3GFMHm
2
b(MH)
4
√
2π
[1 + Rˆ(MH)], (133)
where the Fermi constant GF = 1.16638 × 10−5 GeV−2, the Higgs mass MH = 126 GeV, and the
b-quark MS-running mass is mb(MH) = 2.78 GeV [50]. The pQCD approximant of Rˆ(MH), Rˆn(MH) =∑n
i=1 ri(µr/MH)a
i
µ, where the coefficients at µ =MH can be found in Ref.[253].
The perturbative coefficients for each pQCD approximant at any other renormalization scales can
be obtained via QCD evolution. In doing the numerical evaluation, we have assumed the running
of αs at the four-loop level. The asymptotic QCD scale is set by using the conventional fixed-point,
αs(Mz) = 0.1181 [92], which gives Λ
nf=5
QCD = 0.210 GeV.
The optimal scale Q∗ for each process can be determined by applying the PMC-s approach, whose
perturbative series up to N2LL-level are
ln
Q2∗
Q2
∣∣∣∣∣
e+e−
= +0.22 + 0.23 + 0.03 +O(α3s), (134)
ln
Q2∗
M2τ
∣∣∣∣∣
τ
= −1.36 + 0.23 + 0.08 +O(α3s), (135)
ln
Q2∗
M2H
∣∣∣∣∣
H→bb¯
= −1.44− 0.13 + 0.05 +O(α3s). (136)
If the pQCD approximants are known up to two-loop, three-loop, and four-loop level, the optimal
scales are Q∗|e+e− = [35.36, 39.68, 40.30] GeV, Q∗|τ = [0.90, 1.01, 1.05] GeV and Q∗|H→bb¯ = [61.38,
57.41, 58.84] GeV, accordingly. These PMC scales Q∗ are independent of the initial choice of the
renormalization scale µ. The scale Q∗|τ is not much larger than the asymptotic scale ΛQCD. Numerically,
as shown by Figure 2, the usually adopted analytic αs-running differ significantly at scales below a few
GeV from the exact solution of RGE at or below the four-loop level, we will use the exact numerical
solution of the RGE throughout to evaluate Rτ .
rn+1,0 n+ 1 = 3 n+ 1 = 4 n+ 1 = 5
EC −1.0 −11.0 -
PAA
[0/1]+3.4 [0/2]−9.9 [0/3]−17.8
- - [1/1]+0.55 [1/2]−18.0
- - [2/1]−120.
Table 10: Comparison of the exact (“EC”) (n + 1)th-order conformal coefficients of Rn+1 with the
predicted (“[N/M ]-type PA”) (n+1)th-order ones based on the known nth-order approximate Rn [250].
Q = 31.6 GeV.
As an explanation of how different PA series affects the predicted values and how the predicted
conformal coefficients change with increasing perturbative orders, we present a comparison of the exact
(n+1)th-order conformal coefficients with the PA approach predicted ones based on the known nth-order
approximates Rn(Q = 31.6 GeV), R˜n(Mτ ) and Rˆn(MH) in Tables 10, 11 and 12, respectively. Here
the [N/M ]-type PA series is for N +M = n − 1 with N ≥ 0 and M ≥ 1. In some special cases, the
diagonal-type PA series seemingly behaves better than that of the [0/n − 1]-type due to accidentally
larger cancellation among the coefficients at different orders, e.g. the diagonal [1/1]-type PA works
better than the [0/2]-type one for R˜4(Mτ ), whose normalized differences are 19% and 28%, respectively.
In general cases, these tables show that the [N/M ] = [0/n− 1]-type PA series, which corresponds to a
geometric series, provides predictions closest to the known pQCD results.
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rn+1,0 n+ 1 = 3 n+ 1 = 4 n+ 1 = 5
EC +3.4 +6.8 -
PAA
[0/1]+4.6 [0/2]+4.9 [0/3]+14.7
- [1/1]+5.5 [1/2]+11.5
- - [2/1]+13.5
Table 11: Comparison of the exact (“EC”) (n + 1)th-order conformal coefficients of R˜n+1(Mτ ) with
the predicted (“[N/M ]-type PA”) (n + 1)th-order ones based on the known nth-order approximate
R˜n(Mτ ) [250], respectively.
rn+1,0 n+ 1 = 3 n+ 1 = 4 n+ 1 = 5
EC −1.36× 102 −4.32× 102 -
PAA
[0/1]+3.23× 101 [0/2]−7.26× 102 [0/3]+3.72× 103
- [1/1]+1.37× 103 [1/2]+3.20× 103
- - [2/1]−1.37× 103
Table 12: Comparison of the exact (“EC”) (n + 1)th-order conformal coefficients of Rˆn+1(MH) with
the predicted (“[N/M ]-type PA”) (n + 1)th-order ones based on the known nth-order approximate
Rˆn(MH) [250], respectively.
At present, there is no strong theoretical support why [0/n − 1]-type PA series is most preferable.
However, it is interesting to note that the [0/n− 1]-type PA series is consistent with the “Generalized
Crewther Relations” (GSICRs) [49]. The GSICR, which provides a remarkable all-orders connection
between the pQCD predictions for deep inelastic neutrino-nucleon scattering and hadronic e+e− annihi-
lation, shows that the conformal coefficients are all equal to 1; e.g. α̂d(Q) =
∑
i α̂
i
g1
(Q∗) or equivalently,
(1 + α̂d(Q))(1− α̂g1(Q∗)) = 1, where Q∗ satisfies
ln
Q2∗
Q2
∣∣∣∣∣
g1
= 1.308 + [−0.802 + 0.039nf ]α̂g1(Q∗) + [16.100− 2.584nf + 0.102n2f ]α̂2g1(Q∗) + · · · . (137)
By using the [0/n− 1]-type PA series – the geometric series – all of the predicted conformal coefficients
are also equal to 1.
The [0/n − 1]-type PA series also agrees with the GM-L scale-setting procedure to obtain scale-
independent perturbative QED predictions; e.g., the renormalization scale for the electron-muon elastic
scattering through one-photon exchange is set as the virtuality of the exchanged photon, µ2r = q
2 = t.
By taking an arbitrary initial renormalization scale t0, we have
αem(t) =
αem(t0)
1−Π(t, t0) , (138)
where Π(t, t0) =
Π(t,0)−Π(t0,0)
1−Π(t0,0)
, which sums all vacuum polarization contributions, both proper and im-
proper, to the dressed photon propagator. The PMC reduces in the NC → 0 Abelian limit to the GM-L
method [52], and the preferable [0/n − 1]-type makes the PA geometric series self-consistent with the
GM-L/PMC prediction.
We also find that the [0/n − 1]-type PA series works well for the conformal series of the N = 4
supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. As an example, we present a PA prediction on the N2LO and N3LO
Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov (BFKL) Pomeron eigenvalues. By using the PA approach together
with the known LO and NLO coefficients given in Ref. [254], we find that the N2LO BFKL coefficient
is 0.86 × 104 for ∆ = 0.45, where ∆ is the full conformal dimension of the twisted-two operator. On
the other hand, the N2LO BFKL coefficient has been calculated in planar N = 4 supersymmetric
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Yang-Mills theory [255] by using the quantum spectral curve integrability-based approach [256, 257],
which gives 1.08 × 104 [255]. Thus the normalized difference between those two N2LO values is only
about 20%. Moreover, the N3LO coefficient by using the [0/2]-PA type is −3.07 × 105. Within the
framework of N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills, the exact value of N3LO coefficient is uncalculated
at present, which however can be approximated by using a data-fitting process suggested in Ref. [258],
giving −3.66× 105. The normalized difference between those two N3LO values is also only about 20%.
Tables 10, 11 and 12 show that as more loop terms are introduced, the predicted conformal coef-
ficients become closer to their exact value. To show this clearly, we define the normalized difference
between the exact conformal coefficient and the predicted one as
∆n =
∣∣∣∣∣rn,0|PAA − rn,0|ECrn,0|EC
∣∣∣∣∣ , (139)
where “EC” and “PAA” stand for exact and predicted conformal coefficients, respectively. By using
the exact terms, known up to two-loop and three-loop levels accordingly, the normalized differences
for the 3th-order and the 4th-order conformal coefficients become suppressed from 440% to 10% for
R(Q = 31.6 GeV), from 35% to 28% for R˜(Mτ ), and from 124% to 68% for Rˆ(MH). There are large
differences for the conformal coefficients if we only know the QCD corrections at the two-loop level;
however this decreases rapidly when we know more loop terms. Following this trend, the normalized
differences for the 5th-order conformal coefficients should be much smaller than the 4th-order ones.
Conservatively, if we set the normalized difference (∆5) of the 5th-loop as the same one of the 4-loop
(∆4), we can inversely predict the “exact value” of the uncalculated 5th-loop conformal coefficients
(labelled as “EC′”):
re
+e−
5,0 |EC′ = −18.0± 1.8, (140)
rτ5,0|EC′ = 16.0± 4.5, (141)
rH→bb¯5,0 |EC′ = (6.92± 4.71)× 103, (142)
where the central values are obtained by averaging the two “EC′” values determined by r5,0|PAA
(1±∆4)
.
The difference between the exact and predicted conformal coefficients is reduced by the power of
αs/π. Due to the fast pQCD convergence of conformal series, a precise prediction of uncalculated
contributions to the pQCD approximant could be achieved even at lower orders. The precision of
the predictive power of the PA series should become most useful for physical observables, such as the
cross-section and the decay width, or the measurable ratios constructed from those observables.
EC, n = 2 PAA, n = 3 EC, n = 3 PAA, n = 4 EC, n = 4 PAA, n = 5
Rn(Q)|PMC−s 0.04745 0.04772(0.04777) 0.04635 0.04631(0.04631) 0.04619 0.04619(0.04619)
R˜n(Mτ )|PMC−s 0.1879 0.2035(0.2394) 0.2103 0.2128(0.2134) 0.2089 0.2100(0.2104)
Rˆn(MH)|PMC−s 0.2482 0.2503(0.2505) 0.2422 0.2402(0.2406) 0.2401 0.2405(0.2405)
Rn(Q)|Conv. 0.04763+0.00045−0.00139 0.04781+0.00043−0.00053 0.04648+0.00012−0.00071 0.04632+0.00018−0.00025 0.04617+0.00015−0.00009 0.04617+0.00007−0.00001
R˜n(Mτ )|Conv. 0.1527+0.0610−0.0323 0.1800+0.0515−0.0330 0.1832+0.0385−0.0334 0.1975+0.0140−0.0296 0.1988+0.0140−0.0299 0.2056+0.0029−0.0247
Rˆn(MH)|Conv. 0.2406+0.0074−0.0104 0.2475+0.0027−0.0066 0.2425+0.0002−0.0053 0.2419+0.0002−0.0040 0.2411+0.0001−0.0040 0.2407+0.0002−0.0040
Table 13: Comparison of the exact (“EC”) and the predicted (“PAA”) pQCD approximants Rn(Q =
31.6 GeV), R˜n(Mτ ) and Rˆn(MH) using conventional (Conv.) and PMC-s approaches up to nth-order
level [250]. The nth-order PA prediction equals the (n− 1)th-order known prediction plus the predicted
nth-order terms using the [0/n-2]-type PA prediction. The PMC predictions are scale independent and
the errors for conventional scale-setting are estimated by varying µ within the region of [1/2µ, 2µ], where
µ = Q, Mτ and MH , respectively.
We present the comparison of the exact results for the pQCD approximants Rn(Q = 31.6 GeV),
R˜n(Mτ ) and Rˆn(MH) with the [0/n-1]-type PA series predicted ones in Table 13. The values in the
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parentheses are results for the corresponding full PA series, which are calculated by using Eq.(111).
Due to the fast pQCD convergence, the differences between the truncated and full PA predictions are
small, which are less than 1% for n ≥ 4 12. Similarly, we define the precision of the predictive power as
the normalized difference between the exact approximant (ρn) and the prediction; i.e.
∆ρn =
∣∣∣∣∣ρn|PAA − ρn|ECρn|EC
∣∣∣∣∣ . (143)
The PMC predictions are renormalization scheme-and-scale independent, and the pQCD convergence
is greatly improved due to the elimination of renormalon contributions. Highly precise values at each
order can thus be achieved [71]. In contrast, predictions using conventional pQCD series are scale
dependent even for higher-order predictions. We also present results using conventional scale-setting
in Table 13; it confirms the conclusion that the conformal PMC-s series is much more suitable for
application of the PA approach.
By using the known (exact) approximants predicted by PMC-s scale-setting up to two-loop and
three-loop levels accordingly, the differences between the exact and predicted three-loop and four-loop
approximants are observed to decrease from 3.0% to 0.3% for ρn = Rn(Q = 31.6 GeV), from 3% to 2%
for ρn = R˜n(Mτ ), and from 3.0% to < 0.1% for ρn = Rˆn(MH), respectively. The normalized differences
for R4(Q = 31.6 GeV), R˜4(Mτ ) and Rˆ4(MH) are small, e.g. already smaller than the normalized
difference for αs/π, thus the PA prediction could be a good prediction of exact value at the fourth
order. If we conservatively set the normalized difference of the 5th-loop to match that of the 4-loop
predictions, then the predicted 5th-loop “EC
′” predictions are
R5(Q = 31.6 GeV)|EC′ = 0.04619± 0.00014, (144)
R˜5(Mτ )|EC′ = 0.2100± 0.0042, (145)
Rˆ5(MH)|EC′ = 0.2405± 0.0001, (146)
where the central values are obtained by averaging the two “EC′” values determined by ρ5|PAA
(1±∆ρ,4)
.
Tables 10, 11 and 12 show that the difference between the exact and the predicted conformal
coefficients at various loops, which decreases rapidly as additional high-order loop terms are included.
Table 13 shows that the PA approach becomes quantitatively effective even at the NLO level due to
the strong αs/π-suppression of the conformal series. When using the NLO results R2(Q), R˜2(Mτ ) and
Rˆ2(MH) to predict the N
2LO approximants R3(Q), R˜3(Mτ ) and Rˆ3(MH), the normalized differences
between the Pade´ estimates, and the known results are only about 3%.
We show how the PA predictions, Rn, R˜n, Rˆn, change when more loop-terms are included in Figure
23, Figure 24, and Figure 25. In these figures, the five-loop “EC′” predictions are from Eqs.(144, 145,
146), respectively, which are obtained by setting the normalized difference of the 5th-loop to match that
of the 4-loop predictions. In some sense the five-loop “EC′” predictions are infinite-order predictions for
those approximants, and they are so far the most precise prediction one can make using the PMC+PA
method, given the present knowledge of pQCD.
6 Summary
The conventional renormalization scheme-and-scale ambiguities for fixed-order pQCD predictions are
caused by the mismatch of the perturbative coefficients and the QCD running coupling at any pertur-
bative order. The elimination of such ambiguities relies heavily on how well we know the precise value
12However, we do not suggest to directly use the ratio, Eq.(111), for obtaining the PA prediction, especially for lower-
order predictions, since it only partly resums the known-type terms from lower-orders, and the higher-order terms whose
contributions, though αs/pi-power suppressed, are uncontrollable are unknown.
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Figure 23: Comparison of the exact (“EC”) and the predicted ([0/n-1]-type “PAA”) pQCD
prediction for Rn(Q = 31.6 GeV) using PMC-s scale-setting [250]. It shows how the PA
predictions change as more loop-terms are included. The five-loop “EC′” prediction is from
Eq.(144).
and analytic properties of the strong coupling αs. Based on the conventional RGE, an extended RGE
has been suggested to determine the αs scheme-and-scale running behaviors simultaneously. However,
those dependences are usually entangled with each other and can only be solved perturbatively or nu-
merically. More recently, a C-scheme coupling αˆs has been suggested, whose scheme-and-scale running
behavior is exactly separated; it satisfies a RGE free of scheme-dependent {βi≥2}-terms. The C-scheme
coupling can be matched to a conventional coupling αs via a proper choice of the parameter C. We have
demonstrated that the C-dependence of the PMC predictions can be eliminated up to any fixed order;
since the value of C is arbitrary, it means the PMC prediction is independent of any renormalization
scheme. We have illustrated these features for three physical observables Re+e−, Rτ and ΓH→bb¯ which
are known up to the four-loop level.
The renormalization scale depends on kinematics such as thrust (1−T ) for three jet production via
e+e− annihilation. A definitive advantage of using the PMC is that since the PMC scale varies with
(1−T ), we can extract directly the strong coupling αs at a wide range of scales using the experimental
data at single center-of-mass-energy,
√
s = MZ . In the case of conventional scale setting, the predictions
are scheme-and-scale dependent and do not agree with the precise experimental results; the extracted
coupling constants in general deviate from the world average. In contrast, after applying the PMC, we
obtain a comprehensive and self-consistent analysis for the thrust variable results including both the
differential distributions and the mean values [35]. Using the ALEPH data [37], the extracted αs are
presented in Figure 26. It shows that in the scale range of 3.5 GeV < Q < 16 GeV (corresponding
(1 − T ) range is 0.05 < (1 − T ) < 0.29), the extracted αs are in excellent agreement with the world
average evaluated from αs(MZ).
The PMC provides first-principle predictions for QCD; it satisfies renormalization group invariance
and eliminates the conventional renormalization scheme-and-scale ambiguities, greatly improving the
precision of tests of the Standard Model and the sensitivity of collider experiments to new physics. Since
the perturbative coefficients obtained using the PMC are identical to those of a conformal theory, one
can derive all-orders commensurate scale relations between physical observables evaluated at specific
relative scales.
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Figure 24: Comparison of the exact (“EC”) and the predicted ([0/n-1]-type “PAA”) pQCD
prediction for R˜n using PMC-s scale-setting. It shows how the PA predictions change as
more loop-terms are included. The five-loop “EC′” prediction is from Eq.(145).
Because the divergent renormalon series does not appear in the conformal perturbative series gen-
erated by the PMC, there is an opportunity to use resummation procedures such as the PA approach
to predict the values of the uncalculated higher-order terms and thus to increase the precision and
reliability of pQCD predictions. We have shown that if the PMC prediction for the conformal series for
an observable has been determined at order αns , then the [N/M ] = [0/n− 1]-type PA series provides an
important estimate for the higher-order terms.
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